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Alumnus first black mayor of Charlotte
by Pam Sheppard
news editor
and Jan Jordan
assistant news editor

file photo

Harvey Gantt was a guest on the campus last January. It had been 20 years
since he became the first black to attend Clemson.

Twenty years ago Harvey Gantt
became Clemson's first black student.
Next week on Dec. 5, he will once again
become a first as he is inaugurated into
the mayoral office of Charlotte, N.C.
"Being elected the mayor of Charlotte
ranks up with being the first black student to attend Clemson," Gantt said.
Before being elected mayor Nov. 8, the
Charleston native was an active participant in Charlotte's civic affairs. He was
voted number six among Charlotte's 10
most powerful people by the Charlotte
Observer.
Gantt has also headed his own architectural firm, a position which he plans to
keep during his term as the mayor of
North Carolina's largest city.
"I'm still an architect, and I will still
practice," Gantt said. "I'll just have to
work long hours, spending 25 to 30 hours
a week as mayor; but most of those will be
after business hours."
Gantt ran for mayor, he said, because
he served on the city council and developed an interest in city politics. His interest in politics, combined with his interest in land development strengthened
his platform.
Charlotte is going to keep growing, according to the newly-elected mayor. "I
care about how it grows. While adding to

the city, we must preserve and maintain
the traditional aspects of the city."
Gantt married Clemson's second black
student Lucinda Brawley, and they have
four children.
Gantt first applied for enrollment to
Clemson in January 1961. This application was refused the following August. He
reapplied in December of the same year
and afterwards obtained legal counsel
from Matthew Perry, then a member of
the NAACP legal council.
In July .1962, Gantt filed suit against
Clemson College in the Anderson division
of the western District Court on a motion
of preliminary injunction to compel
Clemson to admit Gantt. On Sept. 7, the
motion was denied.
Matthew Perry, Gantt's attorney, then
filed a notice of appeal to the Federal
Court of Appeals in Virginia. Here the
District Court ruling was overturned.
According to an article in the Feb. 18,
1977, issue of The Tiger, between two and
three hundred people stood around when
Gantt arrived from Greenville with his
lawyer. "There were more newsmen there
than anybody. Patrolmen were following
us, and helicopters were flying above,"
Gantt said. "It was a political victory."
As the Dec. 5 inauguration date approaches, Gantt feels that he is once again
about to achieve a political victory. He
said, "When you win one of the highest
political offices in the two Carolinas, it is
quite a sizeable political achievement."

Student Senate defines
governmental branches
by Pam Sheppard
news editor
A complete separation of
powers between the judicial, executive, and legislative branches
of Student Government was
established in Student Senate's
Monday night meeting.
The bill "Preserve the Separation of Powers" was presented to
the Senate by Curtis Sims of the
Judiciary Committee. It, if passed,
would allow an equal balance between Senate President Oran
Smith, Student Body President
David Stalnaker, and Attorney
General Debbie Monteith, Sims
said. Before the bill, Stalnaker
was considered the highest
authority.
According to the Student
Handbook, all members of the
President's Cabinet were responsible to the president, and since
the senate president and the attorney general were in the
cabinet, they too were responsible to the president.
The new bill, which was passed
after an hour-long debate, stated
that the two members of the Student Government "though not
responsible to the Student Body
President, shall attend meetings
of the President's Cabinet and
shall report on the activities of
their respective branches."
In other Senate business, a
questionnaire concerning the
present grading system versus

the plus/minus svstem was given
to each senator. Ronald Knight
from the Academic Affairs Committee asked that the senators
question their constituents as to
which they prefer.
The plus/minus system, which
was passed by the Faculty
Senate in its last meeting, was
postponed in the Student Senate
until a study could be made.
"The plus/minus grading system
is not coming out tonight, so
don't worry," Knight said in addressing the Senate. "Just go
back to your constituents with
the questions and find out their
opinions."
In parking matters, a Traffic
and Grounds Committee representative said that the committee is still trying to get the
employee parking lot behind the
shoebox dorms converted to commuter parking.
Student Body Treasurer Beth
English presented special
emergency funding to Block and
Bridle and to the Sports Car
Club.
Block and Bridle received $220
for an unexpected but necessary
trip, and the Sports Car Club
received $140 for equipment
which had been stolen from the
club's storage room in Johnstone
Hall. Both bills passed
unanimously.
English also asked that the
Senate approve a $375

honorarium for Keith Stansell for
his services to the Department of
Services during the second summer- school session and the fall
semester. The bill passed
unanimously.
In unfinished business, Steve
Hott asked that five organizations which were derecognized at
the last Senate meeting be rerecognized. The request, which
included the Society of Engineering Technology, Calhoun
Literary Society, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, Tiger Belles,
and Phi Epsilon, was objected
and the objection passed.
The clubs were derecognized
for failing to meet the Senate's
deadline for forms.
In other business Student
Body Vice President Jim Cuttino
made an amendment to a bill
passed at the last Senate
meeting concerning membership
into the Minority Council. The
amendment was rejected and the
bill was tabled until the next
meeting.
Cuttino also made an amendment to another bill passed the
week before concerning the International Student Council. His
amendment clarified some parts
of the bill. After little debate
a friendly amendment was passed.
In the vice president's report,
Cuttino said that Stalnaker would
present a package of legislation to
the senators in the spring.

photo by Richard Baldwin

H o, ho, ho!
'Twas the night before Break
and all through Tigertown
the students heard a noise
so they all gathered around.
They saw something special
light the sky up above.
They all gleamed with happiness,
great joy and love.
It wasn't a reindeer or
a man dressed in red,
it was the Clemson Tiger
and here's what he said:
All of you Tigers
far and near
have a nice Christmas break
and a happy New Year.
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Student computes top ten
respect to the strength of their opponents. The.system s
finest asset is in its objectivity according to Perfafone.
Free from any personal opinion, his analysis ranks the 104
Division I-A teams on the basis of their records the
record of opponents defeated, the record of each team
these latter teams defeated, and so on.
Perticone explains the difference in the positions of
the top teams b/the fact that a team ^ ^™££
running up the score on a weak opponent In the system,
S win. If a school plays Nebraska's same schedule
wins every game by one point, then they will have the
schedules from receiving
higher rankings than teams who ^ havetoat a game
u,,t have nlaved a more grueling schedule. Such is tne case
ofAuburn rar^d ahead of the unbeaten Nebraska.team
chiefly on the virtues of defeating strong opponents such
as Georgia, Florida, and Maryland.
TneVstem bases its rankings on rewards: Defeatmg
or tying a strong team results in more points The rank
Ls were not made for prediction purposes, despite the
success that Perticone has had in.publicizing; its; quality
"It doesn't exactly tell you who is the best team but it
tells you which team has earned the top position the most
in that particular season," said Perticone.
Although the project has already reaped many
rewards for Perticone, he hopes for even more The nation
wTd call for a playoff system of determining theNjtoonri
Champion in football delights him, as his system figures
to beTSable way to determine which teams would be m-

^TS^JS^**
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Tony Perticone demonstrates his ranking system
on a computer.
by Benjy Compson
staff writer
Should Texas and Nebraska both win their Jan 2
bowl games, there will be a lot of debate on which of the
two undefeated teams would be the National Champions
but not in the mind of Clemson doctoral student Tony
ert
perticone has devised a team ranking system that
determines which teams have performed the best in

^WEW« honors Perticone received
from the southeastern meeting of The Institute o
Management Science in its recent project contest, he has
also gained a great deal of national publicity.
All of the attention to Perticone's system gets him
closer to his goal of having the NCAA use the inethodfor
officially ranking teams. He has been in contact with
those officials, and expects a response to come soon
What once was a project directed by Professor Doug
Shier to "rank random sets of objects using paired comparisons" has blossomed into an extensive ranking
system for the nation's football teams. But Perticone isn t
Just satisfied at that, as he adds that 'with a few
modifications, it could be used for any and all sports.

Plus/minus grading
ratified by Senate
by William Stephens
staff writer
Faculty Senate, at its Nov. 15 meeting, approved a
proposal to change to a plus/minus grading system.
The system went before the Commission on Undergraduate Studies today. It will also be brought before
the Student Senate, and if itP^ses through both
bodies, it will be submitted to the President s Council
If it reaches President Atchley and he approves it, it
could be implemented by the 1985-86 school year.
The plan would add seven grades to the current
system. They would be A-, B+. B-, C+, C-. D+,
and D- "We feel that the system would help curb
grade inflation, where say a student making an 89 gets
an A, as well as helping teachers discriminate more
clearly between students when giving out grades,
Faulty Senate President Holley Ulbrich said 'Essentially, it should reduce the arbitrariness with which
erades are assigned."
_
,
The proposal was brought before the Senate by the
Scholastic Policy Committee, chaired by Ag. bco-.
nomics professor Larry Bauer. The idea for a
plus/minus system at Clemson introduced by faculty
members who came to Clemson from schools that had
^^'SevS^professors that came to Clemson from
schools that already have a plus/minus grading scale
felt that it is a good system and suggested thatitbe
considered at Clemson," Bauer said Our committee
studied the idea and came up with the proposal that
the Faculty Senate approved."
The majority of the Senate favored the plan, which
according to Ulbrich was "passed by a voice vote in the
senate The vote was so strongly in favor of the proposal that no one called for an actual count.
According to Bauer, there are two main advantages in the system. "First of all it offers the teacher
more flexibility in assigning grades, as well as more accuracy. Also, it would give the students more incentive
to work for grades in one of the new categories. For example, a student who would normally be happy with a
low B will now work to get a B+."

Inside

Group entertains
The Clemson University
Madrigal Choir presents a
dinner concert. Read about
it on page 20.

Lady Tigers win
The Lady Tiger basketball team wins their second
home game. Read more
about it on page 22.

• Opinions, pages 14 and 15
• Campus Bulletin, page 16

GET INTO THE THICKOFIL

"STUDENT NOTICE
FREE DELIVERY
DELIVERY HOURS
5:00-10:30 Sun.-Thurs.
5:00-12:30 Fri. & Sat.

11-10:30 Sun.-Thurs.
11-12:30 Fri. & Sat.

NACHOS!
$1.00 OFF!

TWO DOLLARS
OFF!
_____
With this coupon, get
two dollars off the
price of any large
Mazzio's pizza.
Offer expires Dec. 31, 1983.
Void with other promotions.

654-9243

LUNCHEON
SPECIAL

__ |

_.

Get ONE DOLLAR
OFF the purchase of a
platter of Mazzio's
meat or cheese
nachos.

Mini Pizza (your
Offer expires Dec. 31, 1983.
choice of toppings) or | Void with other promotions.
___■
«» ^™ ™°" ■*"" "
a sandwich plus a
\.,
"50c"
OFF!
salad bar for only
$2.99 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Monday-Friday I Get 50 cents off the
price of a Mazzio's
Offer expires Dec. 31, 1983. I
submarine or ham
Void with other promotions.
and cheddar cheese
sandwich.
MM

• Trailing the Tiger, page 28
Published weekly since 1907 by the students of Clemson University TheTiger
is the oldest college newspaper in South Carolina. The Tiger is not published during summer school, school holidays or examination periods.
The Tiger is a member of the Associated Collegiate Press and is a five-star AllAmerica award winner.
„ nox-n The mail
Second class postage paid at U.S. Post Office, Clemson, S.C. 29631. The mail
ino.9 address is P.O. Box 2097, Clemson, S.C. 29632-2097.
„„„„„,
Subscription rates at $9 per year and $5 per semester. Local and national
advertising rates are available upon request.
The editorial and business office of The Tiger are loated at suite HIOftM
Edgar A Brown University Union. The telephone numbers are business, (803)
656-2167 and editorial, (803)656-2150.

ONE DOLLAR
OFFJ
With this coupon, get
one dollar off the
price of any medium
Mazzio's pizza.
Offer expires Dec. 31, 1983.
Void with other promotions.

Offer expires Dec. 31, 1983.

Sources say Ford will stay
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
Rumors of Clemson football
coach Danny Ford's possible
departure to take the head
coaching job at LSU appear to be
unfounded, at least according to
one source in the LSU area.
John Jones, a New Orleans
Times-Picayune sports reporter,
says that while it is possible that
Ford was among the early lists of
possible successors to present
LSU coach Jerry Stovall, all indications are that Ford will not
be LSU's new coach.
"I would say right now that
Ford's not one of the candidates," said Jones, who covers
LSU athletics for the TimesPicayune. "I talked with Ford a
few days ago, and he said there
was nothing to those rumors."
Rumors have surrounded
Ford's status as head coach at
Clemson since word broke out
that LSU Athletic Director
James Brodhead was considering
firing Stovall, who has come
under fire for his team's 4-7
record this year.

Stephen
Happy 21st
B-day
Get well soon
Wendy

Cross-Stitch
Baskets
10% OFF
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Phone: 654-6804

3-BEDROOM
NEW
Townhouses
For Rent
Dec. 15 or Jan. 1
1 mile from campus

654-6125
654-3474
SUGAR MOUNTAIN
SKI LODGING
For those that stay at the top

New Villas
on The Slopes

Sugar High Corp.
MC 1 704-8986211
toll free number
1-800-438-4555
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Both Brodhead and Ford have
denied rumors that the two had
discussed the possibility of Ford
taking over the LSU coaching
job. An Associated Press story
said Brodhead said he respected
Ford as one of the nation's top 10
coaches.
Stoval led the LSU Tigers to a
near-win over Nebraska in the
Orange Bowl last year, but
Brodhead is preparing to suggest
to the LSU Board of Supervisors
that the school buy out the remaining year of his five-year
contract.
"It seems certain Brodhead
will recommend to buy out
Stovall's contract," Jones said,
"but Ford's name seems to have
drifted away from the top four
candidates."
Other possible successors to

the LSU coaching job have been
suggested, including Mack
Brown, head coach at Appalachian State; Mike White, head
coach at Illinois; Bobby Collins,
head coach at Southern Methodist; and Bill Arnsparger, offensive coordinator of the Miami
Dolphins.
"You have to assume two
things about Ford," Jones said.
"One, Ford wouldn't become an
assistant to anyone. Two, they
(LSU athletic officials) are going
in completely opposite directions
from him."
The 18-member LSU Board of
Supervisors is scheduled to meet
Friday afternoon and is expected
to announce the firing of Stovall.
Jones said the LSU coaching
job should be filled within the
next few weeks. .

Snow plan devised
by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor
The university snow plan has
undergone a few minor
changes, according to Union
Program Director Bill Mandicott.
The plan was devised last
year by an ad hoc committee in
an effort to clear some of the
confusion caused by closings,
make recreation safer, and
make students aware of services and activities available to
them on days classes are closed.
"We changed the library
hours to 9 a.m. till 6 p.m., with
possible extensions if the demand arises," Mandicott said.
"We also added some radio station call numbers so people can
find out about closings easier."
Most of the plan will stay the
same. The University Union in-

formation desk will be the
center of campus information,
and the Office of Public Safety
will accept all medical calls on
snow days.
Services such as the Cooper
Library, Fike Recreation
Center, and the dining halls will
be open for general use
Recreational activities such
as sledding, ice skating,
movies, and a free campus
dance at Edgar's Niteclub are
among the activities to be provided. Indoor games and ARA
snow trays will also be available
for students to check out at the
information desk.
Last year, weather conditions
made implementation of the
plan possible. "We were really
surprised and pleased with how
well it was received," Mandicott said.
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Police Beat

Thefts persist
by Doug Sheorn
staff writer

111 111

"Thefts from parking lots are
still on the increase," said Thea
McCrary, university investigator, "as is vandalism around the
campus. We are increasing
patrols in the parking lots."
Nov. 12, a Sanyo cassette deck
was stolen from a car in the R-5
lot.
„
,
Sometime between Nov. 13 and
21, an AM/FM Sanyo Cassette/
Radio-was taken from a car in the
R-l lot.
Nov. 16, cases of breaking and
entering a car and grand larceny
in Shotgun Alley were reported?
A set of wire hubcaps was
stolen from a car in the R-2 lot
Nov. 18.
Nov. 19, a case of attempted
breaking and entering a car parked
in the R-2 lot was reported. On
this same date, cases of auto
tampering were reported in the
R-5 lot and the R-2 lot.
Douglas Allan Bucy, John
Carbin King, and Jere Keith
Hayslett were arrested Nov. 23
for malicious injury to personal
property in the R-2 parking lot.
In other police matters, Dereck
Jones was arrested by Chief
Brummit for soliciting without a
license and simple possession of
marijuana at the Gap Band concert Nov.
same day,
cert
INOV. 11.
ii. On
v7ii the
nun <«*"
./•

Shafudine Karriem Ahmed was
also arrested for soliciting
without a license at the concert.
An acetylene tank and an oxygen tank were stolen Nov. 13
from the welding shop. On the
same day, a case of assault, still
under investigation, was reported
in the loggia of the Student
Union.
Vandalism to the toilets and
sinks at East Beach was reported
Nov. 17.
The grand larceny of a chair
and a cabinet from the Student
Union was reported Nov. 18. Fifty
AD architectural markers, a
tackle box with drafting materials, and seven or eight textbooks
were stolen from Lee Hall on this
same day.
Nov. 19, $110 was stolen from
the Gutter.
The hogs were turned loose
again at the Starkey Swine
Center Nov. 21.
Katherine Denise Yandle was
arrested Nov. 30 for thefts from
Manning Hall that she committed
last month.
"Students should never leave
their cars unattended for long
periods of time," McCrary said,
"especially when they're loading
up their cars to leave for Christmas. Never leave your car packed
with belongings parked overnight."

photo by Mary Owens

Bill Atchley

Atchley challenges faculty
the
other friends of the university besides th<
employees, he said.
According to President Atchley, this support
from
the employees would be "doubly important
The administration has turned to the faculty
because
our alumni will strongly support anything
and the staff for their help in raising the number of
top-level "recruiting" scholarships for academically that you have concretely demonstrated to be a first
Pn0
gifted students.
"These scholarships are open to any outstandIn a recent letter sent to every employee ot the
ing
student," he said.
.
university, President Bill Atchley asked each of
Clemson has been hurt in attracting gifted
them to make contributions to the Loyalty Fund to
students due to tuition and other fee hikes, accordestablish 12 more new scholarships.
"At present we have only 12 undergraduate ing to Atchley.
"There are just not enough scholarships to com'recruiting' scholarships, i.e., scholarships that are
unrestricted and carry stipends of $1500 or more, pete with other universities in attracting outstanding students," he said.
.
j
Atchley wrote in this letter.
According to Atchley, it is very important to
"To fund 12 additional continuing four-year
scholarships at $2000 per year would require an ad- have these merit scholarships because it will attract
ditional expenditure (in the fourth year and the best students to join the Clemson family.
For more details about the Loyalty Fund and
thereafter) of $96,000. This is the goal that we pose
how
to give, call the Alumni Center at 656-2345.
for you—$96,000," he said.
This challenge is also directed at the alumni and

u.. A/,:„U„„I
by
Michael M-nPW^m
MacEachern
staff writer

Deck 'worth cost'
by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor

Nov. 21, 1982, when stadium
expansion began, many were
skeptical as to whether the project would be worthwhile. But
after 290 days of construction
and seven home football games,
Athletic Director Bill McLellan
said, "It was costly, but I think
it was worth the cost."
The new North Stands Upper
Deck added 15,585 seats to
Memorial Stadium. This addition
was the fifth since construction
of the original structure ended in
1942. With its present seating
capacity of 78,915, it is the 10thlargest college stadium in the
country.
Funded by IPTAY and built
by M. B. Kahn Construction
Company, the upper deck also
contains 72 luxury boxes, which
hold 22 seats each. "The box
method helped to offset the
cost," McLellan said. "We felt
that the time was right. We felt
that if we had not build it this
year, we wouldn't have been able
to do it."
All of the tickets were sold for
the new upper deck except for
the Wake Forest game.
As for the future capacity
needs of the stadium, McLellan
said, "On this deck we tried to
say that what is good today will
be good for tomorrow. I don't
know what our future needs will
be."
In the more recent future,
however, McLellan does foresee
some changes for Memorial
Stadium. "We do have some
painting to do. We will repaint
the old deck with 'Clemson
before the new one will be
painted because you really
wouldn't see it," he said. "We
won't paint it until we need to."

A building for selling Clemson
paraphernalia, Clemson Aids, is
presently being contracted. This
project is planned to begin "between now and the first of the
year and should be completed by
midsummer."
The basement of the building is
being equipped to house the University Police Department. "It
will have full facilities for the
department," he said. "It will
give them a way to get places
quicker instead of being in such a
concentrated area."

SENECA CONTEMPORARY

Dr. Henry I

Ideal family home, 6-months old, 2400-sq.-ft. living area. On wooded area
near lake. Great room 23x 18, massive stone fireplace, microwave kitchen.
23-ft deck into woods. Three twin-bed-sized bedrooms, super walk-in
closeis, 2 baths upper level. 30-ft. paneled room and full bath lower level.
$88,000. Assumable $60,000 loan, vacant.
To inspect call 882-1341.

Merry Christmas

DIRECTIONS 123 Bypass. Right turn at 130 in Seneca, approx. Wi mile to
Keowee Plant. Left to Sunset Court.

Thanks

r 10% Off

Your purchase upon
presentation of this
coupon. (Sale items excluded.)

10% Off
Your purchase
upon presentation
of this coupon.
(Sale items excluded.)

DANSKIN, FLEXATARD, SPEEDO, SPORTO,
DOLFIN, RUSSELL, SASSAFRAS

the
tiger
sports shop
$

ADIDAS, NIKE, F00TJ0Y, ASICS TIGER
P.O. Box 1469 • 112 College Avenue
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
Phone (803) 654-1719

113 COLLEGE AVENUE
CLEMSON, S.C. 29631

TELEPHONE
(803) 654-5427

Complete line of Aerobic Wear, Sweat Clothing,
Running Apparel, and Sportswear.

L

Complete line of Athletic Shoes, Sportswear,
Tennis Supplies, and Clemson Clothing
and Gifts.

J
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m Schedule ... Exam Schedule ... Exam Schedul
Exam Times

±

8-11 a.m.

Thursday,
December 8

Friday,
December 9

Saturday,
December 10

Monday,
December 12

Tuesday,
December 13

1:25 MWF
1:25 MWF,
12:30 TTh
1:25 MWF,
12:30 T
1:25 MWF,
12:30 Th

12:30-1:45 TTh
12:30 TTh

2:00-3:15 TTh
2:00 TTh

8:00 MWF
8:00 MTWF
8:00 MWThF
8:00MTWThF
8:00 MTThF

12:20
12:20
11:00
12:20
11:00
12:20
11:00
12:20

9:30-10:45 TTh
9:30 TTh

11:15
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:00
11:15
11:00
11:15
11:00

10:10 MWF
10:10 MW
10:00 WF
10:10 MF
10:10 MWF,
9:30 Th
10:10 MWF,
9:30 TTh
10:10 MWF,
9:30 T

11:00 TTh
11:00-12:15 TTh

4:40 MWF
All Thurs.
classes
meeting
after
4:40 p.m.

3:35 MWF
3:35 MW
2:00 TTh

1-4 p.m.

6:30-9:30 p.m.

MWF
MW
WF
MF
MWF,
TTh
MWF,
T
MWF,
Th

AllMon.
classes
meeting
after
4:40 p.m.

MWF
MWF,
TTh
MWF,
T
MWF,
Th
MW

Wednesday,
December 14
2:30 MWF
2:30 MW,
2:00 TTh
2:30 MWF
2:00 T
2:30 MWF,
2:00 Th
2:30 MW
2:30 MF

8:00 TTh
8:00-9:15 TTh

9:05 MWF
9:05 MW
9:05 MF
9:05 WF
9:05 MWF,
9:30 TTh
9:05 MWF,
9:30 T
9:05 MWF,
9:30 Th

3:30-4:45 TTh
3:30 TTh
AllTues.
classes
meeting
after
4:40 p.m.

All Wed.
classes
meeting
after
4:40 p.m.

XL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

Welcomes

Janet Rampey
(Formerly of "The Hair Affair")
to our staff
Located under Lynch Drugs
Call for an appointment
(803) 654-7549

CHRISTMAS
SALE
20% off everything
December 5 -10

YARNS
TRAYS
BOOKS
BOXES
CLOTH
LAMPS
DMC FLOSS FRAMES

NEEDLES
BIBS
PILLOWS
ACCESSORIES

50% off all Candlewicking
Learn to Knit in January—ask
about our winter lessons!

J

€^0

Kxxin Stitches
107 Earle St.

654-4223

Clemson, S. C. 29631

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter trie ROTC 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $ 1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

t

For Additional Information: Call or come by the
Department of Military
Science located under
Harcombe Dining Hall
next to the University
Post Office. Phone:
656-3107 or 656-3108.
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Ten Questions

Pat Atchley: Giving life her 'best shot'
By Pam Sheppard
news fllitnr

She's a wife, a mother, and the first lady of Clemson
University-and she fills all three roles with expenence
^ ifthe wife of University President Bill Atchley, Pat
Atchley supports her husband in all aspects of his job.
Asy. mother, she inspires her three children, an example of which is a poem she recites to them often If you
fhink you're beaten, you are; if you think you dare not,
you don't; if you would like to win, but think you can t
ft?s almost a cinch you won't. Life's battles don ta^ays
go to the stronger or faster man, but sooner or later the
man who wins is the one who thinks he can
And as Clemson's first lady, Pat Atchley tries to represent the school to the best of her ability whde striving to
keep her own identity.

If

sized enrollment, and the people were unbehevably friendly
It was really a challenge, but I was apprehensive. I^think
any new challenge makes you apprehensive. The only
Sng I was really concerned about was that I might have
trouble adapting to a town of this size because I more or
ess hke to get lost in the crowd. I'm people-oriented but I
Uke my free time, when I put on my old sweat pants and
my g^bby tennis shoes. I was afraid that being a president^ wife would limit how comfortable I could get
sometimes. I refuse to lose my Entity though and it now
does not bother me to go to the store with my swea s on. I
do it. I don't feel that I'm offending people [,ustJgt
back from talking to the chanceUoi-s wifat NC State.
She was a P.E. teacher at Maine, and she said I just get
so Led of being on stage." I "Y^KXffi £
I can do it in Clemson, you can do it. But I stressea to
ner to do it from the beginning because it's very hard to be
known one way for a while and then switch. But I m really
intoTeople. I'm a people watcher. The perfect day to me
would be to go to the Atlanta Airport and sit and watch
the people.

- What do you like to do during your spare time?
You must learn to be selfish. You have to set your
priorities. Every morning from 9 o'clock until 10 o clock I
have a commitment: I go to the Y, or I go to areobics. I
_ What is it like to be the first lady of Clemson University, alternate and try to do one of those two things three days
and is it a challenge or a burden?
a week. That is on my calendar and it's a commitment and
If you look at it as a burden, you re going to be I do it. I love it. I play golf. I've always worked with the
miserable. Instead, you look at it ™™^}g^±te handicapped on a one-on-one basis at other campuses. I
thP most exciting Ppart is meeting all the different peop e am Srry to say that I don't do that here. I do serve on two
faecal you cai?t meet all these many different people toarT I serve on the South Carolina Mental Retardation
Pat Atchley
anywhere but on a campus. This month ^e had Bob Foundation Board and the Leslie Myer Orthopedic^Found- Columbia. I like my own time, and I Uke my own space
Hope in the house, and I've had Mrs. Lear. That s the^ex- dation for the orthopedic handicapped in Greenville. sometimes.
citing part about it-not just meeting them but getting That's my outlet. My husband and I and our son play golt. 1
to kngow them on a one-on-one basis and that s great, It s We went with two couples from college to Mexico this - Do you and the children ever try to give your husband
hard, and there are times when you re weary of it, but on summer, which my husband hated because he doesn hke advice, or do you just support him in everything?
My huband is a mind-picker, a brain-picker He s a
the whole, you like it or you wouldn't be doing it. I give it snorkling. It was a catastrophy; it was horrible but stUl it
my best shot, and if it's not good enough, I m sorry.
was a change of pace for us. We go to my son's high school devd's advocate. I watch him take stands that I know he
football games. And my children have been very support- doesn't feel, but this is his way of getting into the emo- How would you characterize yourself in the role?
ive I will miss both of them when my daughter a senior tions. That is healthy. Some people don't understand our
First of all, I'm supportive of my husband, and that s at Clemson majoring in civil engineering, graduates from family, but we're midwesterners. We grew up where it s
something you have to be. But that goes without saying^ college and my son graduates from high school and goes alright to argue and disagree. BUI and I are at opposite
My own philosophy is you can be supportive and demand away to college. Both of them mean so much to me. Like ends on many issues, and we love to argue with our
to havTyour own identity, and I feel that's the one thing my daughter, she is truly my best friend.
children. We discuss poUtics at great lengths, and
reUgion. We discuss things on campus. Of course, you
that I have been able to do. I'm not a shadow of my
spouse. You can't go off on a tangent, but you can be _ Is it hard for your daughter to go to a school where her have to realize that ah problems are relevant. When we
yourself. You have to find it all exciting, and you have to
first came to Clemson, parking was a major problem. We
enjoy entertaining. You also have to enjoy people, and if
came from a campus where BUI, as the dean of engineering paid $30 a semester for a privUege to hunt for a parKyou don't enjoy people, it shows. You will be strained. I
ing place. Therefore when we first came here and heard
decided a long time ago that I was going to enjoy my own
functions, and I think I have done just that. I think one ot h^fatosStell tiWTm a student her.,bke^ou; about the parking, we giggled.
my greatest attributes is that I can fall on my face and go over and make an appointment. And she,BI duagree
have fun doing it, and it does not rattle me for long. with him, but it's healthy. She disagrees with h™ ona lot - During the heat of probation, did the family just supAnother attribute is that I am flexible, and you have to of things and we have a lot of healthy arguments at home. port Dr. Atchley, or did it advise him on different matbe My whole philosophy, though, in whatever role I play Pam is a unique person, and she gets a kick out of it She
FS
I think that any problem a famUy has, a benefit
is that if you don't have a sense of humor and i: you can_t geto amusTat being complained at, and she does get a lot
foUows
because that brought our famUy closer together.
laugh at yourself from time to time, you can t handle hie of gripes, but it just doesn't bother her at all.
We try to be supportive, but still you almost end up being
the right way.
a cheerleader. But we don't dweU on those types of things.
_ Is there anything about Clemson that you don't Uke?
What I've always told my husband is that I don t want to
_ How much are you involved with the students, and are
It was more traditional than some of the other camknow the entire situation. And I told him, "You have to
you
involved
as
much
as
you'd
hke
to
be?
puses
I
had
been
on.
It
is
a
unique
campus
because
it
is
so
y
I work with Mortar Board, hke I said, and students cohesive. When I first came here I thought, Oh dear if Uve with the situation. You do what you think is right,
have functions at the house. Mortar Board Just had its they say Clemson spirit one more time Now I have and it wUl aU work out. It has to."
reception here. Any student who calls is welcomed. Now I learned that it's almost impossible to be here without it
havePto fit it into my schedule, and iff-too heavy. I say all I was so surprised myself when they released all those - If and when your family ever leaves Clemson, how
so; but if it's not, I'm always ready to help. . dont balloons, but it was an overwhelming emotiona ex- would you like for the Atchley family to be remembered;
I think that we would Uke to be remembered for our
know-sometimes I'd like to get more invo ved, and there perience. I go to these "We're Proud to Say Clemson proare times when I feel torn between entertaining.alumni grams week after week, and I am inspired every time I efforts. We would Uke for everyone to think that our efand being a mother and trying to work with the students. fust don't know if there's anything about Clemson that I forts, good or bad, were sincere. I know that we wouldn t
Uke to be remembered as the stoic couple because we are
dislike. I told my daughter once that Clemson is a Utopia
- What was your first impression of Clemson when you for students because they have the town I can t imagine down-to-earth people. We'd Uke to be remembered as very
visible to the students, to the faculty, to the alumni, to the
and your family came here to live?
why any student would dislike Clemson. Now, I am used
I felt like the Clemson campus just seemed like an to a bigger place. But I go to Greenville sometimes and staff and to everyone1_____
ideal campus. The weather was fantastic; it was a nice-

CLEMSON OFFICE
PRODUCTS, INC.
Yfijb. AIRLINE TICKETS
|S58- LOWEST PRICES

p*^' LAST CALL
FOR CHRISTMAS BOOKINGS
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
654-6125 • Clemson

YOUR OFF-CAMPUS WAY
TO SAVE MONEY
A COMPLETE SELECTION
OF STAEDTLER/MARS
DRAFTING PRODUCTS
NOW IN STOCK
PARALLEL BARS & DRAWING COVERS
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
VICTORIA SQUARE • 654-6396
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Strom Thurmond Center receives funds
by Cindy Fox
and Doug Sheorn
staff writers
With gifts from two state
banks and the Self Foundation of
Greenwood, the fund-rasing efforts for the Strom Thurmond
Center is nearly 40 percent of the
way toward its national campaign goal of $10.9 million.
"We've had such terrific success so far," Clemson University
President Bill Atchley said, "because of the outstanding voluntary leadership by friends and
supporters of Senator Thurmond
and Clemson."
Bankers Trust and C&S Bank
each will donate $150,000 over
five years, and the Self Foundation will contribute $300,000.
Other in-state contributions include $101,250 from W. Jack
Greer of Greenville, chairman of
the board of Intex Products Inc.
and a founder of the Thurmond
Institute; $100,000 from Riegel
Textile Corporation of Greenville; $50,000 from the Dan River
Foundation and $30,000 from
Colonial Life and Accident Insurance Company.
Buck Mickel, chairman of
Daniel International and vicechairman of . the national fundraising effort for the Thurmond
Center, released a progress
report on Nov. I. In the report,
Mickel said that the project has
$3.9 million in gifts and pledges,
including two anonymous gifts
of more than $1 million each. v
"To this point, Mickel said, we
have concentrated our efforts
in-state and have relied primarily
on the activities of our 10 South
Carolina founders. I feel certain
we can reach or exceed our goal
in the next 10 months."
The fund-raising campaign has
kept on schedule with almost all
of its in-state goal being reached
and almost all of its entire national goal being reached after
only eight months.
"If the campaign stays on
target," Atchley said, "we intend
to ask for state authorization so
we can go ahead and start laying
the bricks for the first phase of
the complex within 12 months."
Oct. 29, 1981, Senator Strom
Thurmond donated his public
papers and memorabilia to Clemson University.
The $25 million center will be
built in two phases on a 49-acre
site at the heart of the Clemson
campus. Consisting of a complex
of three buildings, including an
auditorium facility, a continuing
education building, and The
Strom Thurmond Institute, the
center should be in full operation
within five years.
On March 8,1983, the national
$10.9 million fund-raising efforts
were announced to cover the
center's first phase of construction. The campaign has provided
housing for The Strom Thurmond
Institute and an endowment to
finance three primary programs
of the Institute.
This national fund-raising
drive, launched by former Gov.
John Connally, and with Nancy
Thurmond as honorary national
chairman, includes 18 founders,
who committed to raise $5 million toward the goal. Connally,
who heads the group know as the
Founders of the Thurmond
Center, said the total of founders
is expected to increase to 20 or 30
before the fund-raising effort

ends this year.
Connally called the center "a
new kind of educational and service institution for the future. Its
influence will be felt far beyond
the Clemson campus or the state
of South Carolina.
"Few issues are more important," Connally said, "than
whether we will now have the
determination to provide the
high-level civic education and
high quality continuing education we must have to ensure effective governance and future
economic strength in America."
Horace Fleming, director of the
Institute, says that Sen. Thurmond expressed strongly that
money should be spent on an active institution, and not a useless
building.
The center's facilities will provide upstate South Carolina and
the Clemson campus with a $6.7
million auditorium. This facility,
opening a broader vision toward
culture, will feature speaker programs, lecture series, and musical
and dramatic performances.
Professional and technical personnel who visit Clemson will

meet in a $10.7 million continuing education building, which will
further the economic strength of
America. For close study and
research, the third major facuity
of The Thurmond Center will be
the $2.6 million Strom Thurmond
Institute. Part of the Institute
will house the historic Thurmond
Collection of papers and memorabilia, but the main part of the Institute will emphasize programs
that are specifically designed to
carry on the public service traditions of both Sen. Thurmond and
Clemson University.
"Most of the research centers
are 'think tanks.' We want
thought and academic studies,"
Fleming said. "We don't want to
be a 'think tank.' We want to be
policy-oriented and actionoriented."
The programs of the Strom
Thurmond Institute include:
Thurmond Seminars in Government and Politics, Strom and
Nancy Thurmond High School
Achievement Program, Thurmond Scholars Program, Institute Lecture Series, Institute
Adjunct Professorships, and In-

Come by and . .
* Toast the Holidays
* Register for Free Haircuts

WE STILL HAV
has severa
App lie

Application m
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stitute Governmental Research
Program.
In regard to the Institute,
Fleming says Sen. Thurmond has
no internal decision making, but
has made clear that the Institute's programs should be
non-partisan.
"Make sure you get all sides of
the issue, and let the audience
make the decisions," Fleming
quoted Sen. Thurmond. "If you
don't make sure both sides are
heard, you'll lose your credibility."
The Thurmond Seminars in
Government and Politics will bring
professionals to the Clemson
campus during the summer for intensive courses in government.
The Strom and Nancy Thurmond
High School Achievement Program
will select each summer a group of
high school sophomores and juniors
to participate in a special orientation to college life and careers in
public service.
Fleming stressed the program
would benefit Clemson University
as well.
"It will benefit the students in
the sense that the program will add
to the student body the best stu-

dents and encourage the better
students," he said.
The Thurmond Scholars Program will provide four outstanding
entering freshmen into Clemson
University with a four-year Thurmond Scholarship.
The Institute Lecture Series will
bring public figures and leading
policy-makers to the Clemson campus facing current issues affecting
the American people.
The Institute Adjunct Professorship Program will compliment the
Lecture Series, offering distinguished guest lecturers to teach,
write, and conduct research.
The sixth major program of the
Thurmond Institute is the Governmental Research Program. This
program stresses that problems
in government are solved by the
people, and by most effectively
those working at the state and
local levels through institutions.
"There's no other center like
this," Fleming said. "There's no
other institute with these kinds of
programs. There's no such institute that has the breath of programs as the Strom Thurmond
Institute."
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Exams bring changes
by Michael MacEachern
staff writer
A few things will change as the
semester draws to a close, such
as dining services, parking during exams, and housing.
The dining halls will be open
their regular hours during exams,
according to David DeFratus,
director of Dining Services.
During exams, there will be
midnight breakfasts served between 10:30 p.m. and midnight
Thursday, Dec. 8 and Tuesday,
Dec. 14, according to DeFratus.
"People on the 5-day meal plan
will not be able to use their meal
card on the weekend during exams," he said.
According to DeFratus, Harcombe and Schilletter Dining
Halls will close after dinner
Wednesday, Dec. 14 and reopen
for breakfast Thursday, Jan. 5.
Also, the Clemson House will
close after dinner Wednesday,
Dec. 21 and will not reopen until
breakfast Jan. 4.
"People will be able to use their
meal cards at the Clemson House
until Tuesday, Dec. 20," he said.
According to DeFratus, the
Christmas banquet will be Dec. 7,
with roast beef and all the trimmings.
Beginning Monday, Dec. 12, a
temporary parking plan will go
into effect throughout the remainder of the exams, according
to Bill Pace, director of parking
and traffic.
"On or about Dec. 3, students
will receive through the mail a
memo detailing where the barricades will be taken down. The
memo will also tell where twohour parking is available for

loading only," he said.
According to Pace, people
should use the R-3 parking lot instead of using the R-4 and R-5
parking lots, which are closed
'through March 1 due to basketball games.
"It is easier to close down
these parking lots during the
basketball season than towing
about 125 cars everytime there is
a basketball game," Pace said.
Dorms and apartments will
close for the holidays at 8 a.m.
Dec. 21 and reopen at 10 a.m.
Jan. 4, according to Almeda
Boettner, director of housing.
According to Boettner, the
first set of approved room
changes were sent out last Monday. Those persons who have had
their room changes approved can
move into their room anytime
during exams or put their
materials into storage over the
holiday if they are unable to
move in before leaving for the
holidays.
"For the people who will not be
able to go home for Christmas,
housing will be provided," she
said.
For more details, according to
Boettner, an "end-of-semester"
bulletin will be distributed
throughout the dorms at the
beginning of next week.

Doctorate degree offered
by Michael Albaneze
staff writer
The computer science department has announced that a doctoral degree program has been
approved by the South Carolina
Commission on Higher Education. The program will start in
the 1984 fall semester.
According to computer
science department head A.J.
Turner, "There is a very high
demand for Ph.D s in computer
science in the academic and industrial sectors. Industry
comes closer to filling their
needs because they offer better
pay." The ratio of jobs to Ph D
graduates is 12-to-l. "There are
only 250 PhD graduates per
year, and there are approximately
600 academic openings each
year," said Turner.
The doctoral program will
provide better competition for
attracting faculty to the university. "Research tends to go to
Ph D schools. The program will
also benefit the undergraduate
and masters programs," said
Turner. The provision of
specialized equipment for the
doctoral program will benefit
the entire department.
The department has not been
able to fill its faculty positions
in the past. The doctoral pro-

A. J. Turner

gram will necessitate one additional faculty member a year
for the next three years. "We
anticipate six to eight candidates based on preliminary inquiries for 1984," said Turner.
This is only the fourth year
the department has been award-

Merle Norman Cosmetics and Gifts

In the last issue of The Tiger,
on Nov. 17, it was incorrectly
reported in the review of the
Clemson Players' production of
American Buffalo that the part
of Don was played by Brian E.
Slobodien. The part of Don was
played by Robin Roberts. We
are sorry for this mistake.
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ing the computer science degree,
and research has only been
done within the last two years.
"This program will help us
establish the proper level of
research to be competitive,"
said Turner.
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Fraternity initiation held
by Karen Reynolds
acting editor in chief
The Zeta Rho chapter of Beta
Alpha Psi, a national accounting
fraternity, initiated nine new
members and one faculty member Monday, Nov. 21.
New members initiated were:
Fran Atkinson, Beth Baxter,
Rick Davis, Claire Hendrich, Jim
Huffman, Teresa Johnson, David
Pelfry, Karen Reynolds, and
Mary Susan Woods. Alison C.
Drews was the faculty member
initiated.
Officers for the spring
semester were also installed at
the ceremony: president, Jim
Huffman; vice president of programs, Frank Cureton; vice president of social activities, Carla

Pentecost; vice president of
membership, Fran Atkinson;
-recording secretary, Claire
Hendrick; and corresponding
secretary, Teresa Johnson. The
new treasurer, who will be installed at a later time, is Rick
Davis.
The Clemson chapter of this
fraternity has worked on two major service projects this semester. Pledges were responsible for
manning tutoring sessions for
students in Accounting 201, 202,
and 203. Members also went to
several high schools to talk about
the profession of accounting, according to Louis Ramsay, adviser for the fraternity.
The chapter sponsored a softball Saturday in October, which

involved participants from
several accounting firms in the
area. The tournament was won
by Peat Marwick Mitchell & Co.
A similar tournament is planned
for the spring, according to
Ramsay. The group also cosponsored a meeting of the Institute of Internal Auditors in
Greenville.
Throughout the semester
several accounting firms showed
support of the organization by
providing speakers on such
topics as interviewing techniques, microcomputers and
public accounting, auditor's
liability, the United States tax
system, and management advisory services.

Student Government, to give
students an organized way to
give to the United Way, held a
12-hour football marathon. According to Student Body President David Stalnaker, the project raised "over $1000, but we
haven't gotten all the checks in."
There were 22 teams, made up
of Greek organizations and other
clubs, that collected pledges and
paid the $50 entry donation.
Several merchants also participated by donating funds. "I
think they should get sponsors
from the merchants or get more

1- 3-"The Toy," Y-Theater, 7 and 9:15 p.m., $1.50.
2—Declamation Contest, Daniel Hall aud., 8 a.m.-l p.m.
Awards ceremony, 1-3 p.m. Tillman aud.
4-"Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory," Y-Theater,
8 p.m.
6—University Chorus and Choral Ensembles Concert, Tillman
aud., 8 p.m.
6—Dairy Conference, Ramada Inn, call 3231 for information.
6—Historic home tour, "Christmas at Hanover."
6—Basketball, women at Duke.
6—English hour lecture, Michael Rukstelis, 108 Strode, 8 p.m.
8—Examinations begin.

Football Marathon gives aid
by Jan Jordan
assistant news editor

DECEMBER 1983

donations from them next played some."
Groups were accepted on a
year," Bentley Murrell, chairman of the Public Relations Com- first-come, first-served basis and
mittee of Student Government, according to Stalnaker, all but
one of the spaces were filled.
said.
A trophy was to be given to the
This was the second marathon
football game. The goal for last group which raised the most
year's event was $1700, but money for the charity, but Stubecause this year's game was only dent Government brought in the
half as long, the goal was $1000. largest amount. "We don't think
Murrell said the reason for the it is necessary to take a trophy
shorter time is that Student because we sponsored the projGovernment did not get a lighted ect," Stalnaker said.
"I think Student Government
field. "Last year's was held
will
have this again next year, "
on Rigg's Field, but we moved it
to Bowman because it is not Murrell said. "This was our secblocked off and for media ond one, and it was really succoverage," Murrell said. "TV 4 cessful."
was there and J.D. Hayworth

FOR NEXT SEMESTER
DEPARTMENT OF
STUDENT SERVICES
NEEDS:

10—Grad Record Exam, Martin Hall, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
10—Basketball, men, Citadel.
15—Basketball, women at Miss. State.
16—Basketball, men at Vanderbilt, women at Jackson State.
21—Dorms close.
25—Christmas Day.

JANUARY 1984
6—Registration.
9—Classes begin.
13—Last day to add a class.
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Hard to

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
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APPLICATION DEADLINE IS
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For more information call Jerry Middleton
at the student government (2195).
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Assistant director named
for financial aid program
by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
Miriam Wilson has been named
Assistant Director of Financial
Aid, replacing former Assistant
Director Ray Davis. Wilson, a
financial aid counselor since
1979, will primarily be in charge
of work-study and loan collections.
According to Marvin Carmichael, director of financial aid,
Wilson brings "past experience
with students" and will be effective immediately in her new position. He also said she will be involved in the technical aspects of
the financial aid programs, as
well as serving in a general supervisory capacity.
"She is concerned with the
needs of students," Carmichael
said. She can be productive immediately because she is already
aware of university policies and

procedures.
In other financial aid matters,
Carmichael said, there are some
monies still available for the
present school year, although he
did express doubt that forms
could be processed in time for second semester registration.
Carmichael said that both Pell
Grants and Guaranteed Student
Loans are still available, with the
deadline for the Pell Grant being
March 15. The Pell Grant deadline would still allow for monies
to be used for second semester
expenses, although they would
not be processed in time for
registration. A student would
have to still satisfy his bill, even
in anticipation of a loan or grant.
As in the past, the bursar's office is encouraging students to
pay in advance in order to avoid
long lines at registration. Students who show a credit on their
bill should still sign the bill and

Because the NUT HUT
understands how exam week is.

return it, according to Jack
Anderson, bursar. Anderson said
that students receiving financial
aid should write that aid in the
blank spaces of the advance bill
and attach a copy of loan promissory notes if they are available, and enclose a check for the
remaining amount.
Also, mailing the bill in early
will help expedite any surplus
monies to students, according to
Anderson. He said he anticipates
surplus funds being distributed
a week following registration.
And in preparation for next
year's financial aid program, Carmichael said that financial aid
forms for '84-'85 would probably
be mailed out in late December to
incoming students requesting
aid. Currently enrolled students
should pick forms up the first of
January. The first deadline for
financial aid for '84-'85 is
Feb. 15.

photo by Mary Owens

Miriam Wilson, the newly-appointed assistant director of financial aid, will help keep students aware of the financial aid available
to them.

How To EaseThe Burdens
Of Campus Life.

We are now offering

"Exam Snack Packs"
For $2.00 we will deliver (on campus)
to your door, a gift container full of
samples to satisfy your
exam-time munchies.
Order One For Yourself
Or A Special Friend.

Call 2461 and order your snack pack.
Mickey Mantle says.
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General Foods Corporation. P0 Box 3600. Kankakee. Ill 60902
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News Briefs

Positions open; Tiger elects in January

... ....
.
,
•
* the open positions.
iu
A
ii»„.f. are
„..« encouraged
^^.roinJ to
tn
Applicants
The Tiger will hold elections for several open senior to one ofiL
indicate
any
interests
on
the
application.
staff positions Jan. 8 at 8 p.m.
The elections are open to any full-time student. ApPositions currently open include editor in chief,
managing editor, photo editor, and advertising manager. plications may be picked up at The Tiger office, room 906
The editor in chief is responsible for the functioning of the Student Union, and must be returned by 2 p.m.,
of the newspaper and its individual departments. He also Sunday, Jan. 8.
acts as a liaison between the university administration
and The Tiger.
The managing editor is second in command. He is
Any student who plans to return for the spring
responsible for the style and paste-up of the paper. Photo
semester
must be certain he or she has cleared any past ineditor is responsible for all the photos in the paper being
taken and developed. Advertising manager is responsible debtedness to the university, according to Associate Dean
for selling and collecting all ads. His duties also include of Student Life Kirk Brague.
in the past we haven't
haven t always held
nem schedules
scneuuies from
ii um
'In
working with the ads at paste-up.
students
who
still
owed
some
for
the
fall
semester,"
he
It is possible that other senior staff positions may
open up in the event that a current staff member is elected said. "But^welLbe doing it this year,"

Fines prohibit enrollment

Tf the
fUQ debt
HoKf does
H<w« not
nnt appear
annGar on the advance bills sent
senl
If
out Nov. 11, it will appear on the registration forms.

Road show comes home
The "We're Proud to Say Clemson" show, a travelling
presentation to show the positive aspects of Clemson, is
coming home for its 10th show.
;
Presented by the Alumni Association, the program
will be held Dec. 7 at 7 p.m. in Tillman Hall auditorium.
The program will last about an hour. The presentation
is exclusive and free for faculty, staff, and students^
"I'm very proud of the people who are Clemson
University—the
and theJTstaff,"
um»aoiV ««. students,
»««.—~, the
—.,faculty,
~/' r—
u
Atchley said. "This show is a tribute to them, and I hope
everybody will go over to Tillman Wednesday to see it.

EXAM WEEK SURVIVAL PACKS
FROM WED., DEC. 7, THRU TUES., DEC. 13.
OPEN'TIL 2 A.M. EXAM WEEK EVERY NITE
=

"

■

SURVIVAL PACK-1

SURVIVAL PACK-2

SHORT SANDWICH,
YOUR CHOICE
CRISP TOSSED SALAD
DRINK OF YOUR CHOICE

10" PEPPERONI OR SAUSAGE
OR MUSHROOM OR
GROUND BEEF
FRESH TOSSED SALAD
DRINK OF YOUR CHOICE

ONLY $3.37

SAVE

$iio

ONLY $4.57

SAVE

$130

FAST FREE FRESH & HOT DELIVERY
OALL US AT 654-6990
YOUR ORDER WILL ARRIVE IN 30 MIN. OR LESS
OR DINE IN OR TAKE OUT IN 10-12 MIN.
TAX NOT INCLUDED
■

STUDY GROUP SURVIVAL PACK
GIANT 20" PEPPERONI PIZZA
PLUS 4 FRESH TOSSED SALADS
PLUS 4 ICE-COLD COKES
FREE COFFEE-JUST ASK-FREE COFFEE
FREE WITH EVERY GIANT 20 PIZZA
• BEAUTIFUL 18x17 4-COLOR TIGER *
BASKETBALL POSTER ^i~&*Wh***
AS THIS IS THE LAST TIGER THIS YEAR
WE AT CHANELO'S WISH YOU ALL A MERRY CHRISTMAS
& HAPPY NEW YEAR
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Mathematics professor appointed by Board
by William Stephens
staff writer
John Kenelly, professor of
mathematics, has been appointed
to the College Board's Council of
Academic Affairs.
Kennelly was appointed by the
Board of Trustees to a three-year
term, during which he will also
chair the Mathematical Sciences
Advisory Committee. The Council of Academic Affairs is the
board's overall policy-making
committee, according to Kenelly.
"At present, our primary effort
is a 10-year program called
Education Equality, which is
concerned with raising the standards of colleges while still offering the opportunities of a college
education to as many people as
we can," he said.
"Colleges have become much
more accessible over the past 25
years, which is good," Kenelly
said. "However, academic preparedness among college
students has deteriorated."
The first three years of the program were spent trying to determine what skills are needed for
an individual to benefit from a
college education. The result of
this phase of the program is a
40-page booklet entitled "Academic Preparation for College,"
which is available to individuals
free upon request by writing to
888 7th Avenue, New York, N.Y.
10106.
"We talked to people all over
the country—lay people, businessmen, minorities—and syn-

thesized what they agreed was
necessary to gain the most out of
a college education," Kenelly
said. "The booklet can be useful
not only to incoming freshmen
who might be wondering 'What
skills do I need to have to get the
most out of college?' but to the
educator as well, who needs to
know what skills to place empha-

sis on.
"Now the individual committees will detail what their particular area, for example, math,
can lend toward the acquisition
of these skills. Our next report
should be out in about a year," he
said.
As the chairman of the Advanced Placement Mathematics

Committee since 1979, Kenelly
used the rise in the number of
students getting AP credit as a
positive example of changes in
education in recent years.
Several years ago, Clemson had
almost no AP candidates in its
freshman class. The university Is
now 33rd in the nation in this
category.

Kenelly also showed how
helpful AP credit can be, citing
figures on the freshman class of
1982, which earned 2800 credit
hours through advanced placement, at an estimated savings of
$568,000 in tuition costs.
"The appointment is a great
compliment," Kenelly said.

We use KODAK Paper for a
Good Look, and more
generous 4" x 6" prints for
an even better look. So, put
yourself in the big picture
with your family, your
friends, even your vacation.
See what a difference a full
37% larger print makes!
You'll love the larger 4" x 6"
size.

:F=AES=T

SAME DAY
COLOR PRINT
DEVELOPING

t 1 983 Beer Brewed by Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee, Wl
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Opinion
Editorials

We're waiting

lii!

It's been coming for a long time now. It's just
going to take a little longer.
We're talking about plus/minus grading, a
system of assigning grade-point ratios which more
accurately reflect a student's performance in a
course.
You all know the story. You work very hard to
get that "A" in that important course, but your
efforts fall just short when it comes time to give out
the grades. And sitting right across from you was a
fellow who rarely came to class, turned in everything
late, and picked up his "B" through none other than
divine intervention.
Enter plus/minus grading. Your efforts—and
your ne'er-do-well nemesis' also—are rewarded with
the "B + " you receive for the course. That "B + "
will be averaged in as a 3.3 in your cumulative GPR
standings.
So much for plus/minus grading.
Last year, the Student Senate put off passing a
resolution concerning plus/minus grading because
Senate leaders felt time was needed to study what
Oran Smith called "the feedback frpm the students."
And what has happened since then? The Tiger
did a survey in its April 7, 1983, edition that proved
that an overwhelming majority—almost 70 percent
to be exact—approved the switch to the new system.
And last week, the Faculty Senate approved a
proposal to change Clemson's grading system to a
plus/minus one. But the Student Senate decided in
its meeting to put off voting on the new system until
further studies could be made.
It's good to know that the students'
representatives are concerned about how thenconstituencies feel about a particular issue. But after
almost a year, you would think they wouldn't have
to ask.

Great strides
1

More than 20 years ago Harvey Gantt, a black
architectural student from Charleston, walked onto the
Clemson campus and defied racial barriers that had existed
since this institution's founding by enrolling in Clemson
College.
Next week, Gantt will take the oath of office as Mayor
of Charlotte, N.C. Gantt's election as the first black mayor
of Charlotte is an event every member of the Clemson
family, whatever his race may be, can take pride in.
Gantt wears the ring of this institution; his
accomplishments after his graduation will always reflect
the teachings of his Clemson education.
And although Gantt will probably be best remembered
as being the first black student of Clemson College,
perhaps one day he will be remembered as simply another
Clemson boy who, simply by doing what he thought was
right, made it good.
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Commentary

Free speech suppressed
• j
i
*ar«.« *-^
guys were judged
according
to
their height—short, medium, or tall.
Then three winners were selectedone from each category. Out of
those three, an overall winner was
selected. And that's the way the
By Pam Sheppard first Mr. Clemson Contest went.
news emtor
But not exactly. You see, at
least five of the 15 students
participating in the contest felt
What happened to freedom of
they were unfairly judged. So.
the press? What happened to
they wrote a letter to The Tiger
freedom of speech? You know,
sometimes the press prints things saying how they felt.
Now I'm not saying they were
people don't want to hear, and
sometimes people say things other right because I didn't even go to
the contest. But I do know one
people don't believe—but they
thing. Freedom of speech gave
always get away with it because
them the right to express how
more than 200 years ago our
they felt, while freedom of the
founding fathers held a
press gave The Tiger the right to
convention and decided that
print the letter.
"Congress shall make no law
However, those of you who read
respecting an establishment of
the last issue of The Tiger know
religion, or prohibiting the free
that no such letter appeared.
exercise thereof; or abridging the
Why, you may ask?
freedom of speech or of the
A phone call arrived Thursday
press."
afternoon just before the
While that may be a small
newspaper was printed. One of the
portion of a big set of rules, we
guys called to say he wanted his
must, if we believe in the
name removed because he had
Constitution, abide by it as if it
received word that someone was
were ingrained in our heads.
going to sue him if his name was
Anyway, getting to my point.
Oct. 25, 1983, Tillman auditorium associated with the letter. So his
name was removed.
was the spot for the first
Mr. Clemson Contest. Fifteen

^lian
o«rt*-VioT» nhnno
Then another
phone rnll
call nrriver
arrived.
And another. And another, until
no more names were left on the
letter, and it couldn't be printed.
One of the guys put it all in the
right perspective for me. He said
if I could guarantee him that he
couldn't get sued, he wanted his
name to stay. He said that the
brother of the guy who won the
contest called and said one of the
judges would sue if the letter was
printed.
So it wasn't printed, and that
was the end of the 1983
Mr. Clemson Contest.
But is it all really over? Five
guys were brave enough to say,
"We didn't like the way things
were handled," until they felt
threatened. I'm not saying they
are right or wrong because I
really don't care who won the
Mr. Clemson Contest. What I do
care about are people's rights, and
those guys had the right to let
anyone and everyone know how
they felt.
However, they never got the
chance, and since I believe
strongly in that document written
more than 200 years ago, I'm
giving them their lost chance. So
there.

Letters policy
The Tiger welcomes letters from
its readers on all subjects. Letters
should be typed double-spaced on
a 65-character line.
Letters should be limited to 200
words in length. Tuesday at
6 p.m. prior to the Thursday issue
is the deadline for all letters.
Each author of a letter must

sign the letter and include his
address and phone number.
The editors reserve the right to
edit letters for style and space.
Also, letters which are in poor
taste or potentially libelous will be
withheld if a majority of the
editorial board deems it

appropriate.
All letters become property of
The Tiger and cannot be returned.
Please send letters to The Tiger,
Box 2097, University Station,
Clemson S.C. 29632, or bring
them by the offices at room 906 of
the Student Union.
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Opinion
Letters

Dining halls closing cause Inconvenience
Editor's note: The following letter
was addressed to President Bill
Atchley.
We wish to convey our annoyance and
disgust with both ARA Food Services
and the administration of Clemson
University regarding the closing of all
dining halls during the Thanksgiving
holidays. We find it necessary to bring
to attention the following points so
that they may be addressed immediately,
and also to prevent such personal and
financial inconveniences from occuring
again in the future.
A large number of the students who
remained on campus during the break
were without means of transporation.
How did the administration believe
they would get their meals? Is it really
fair to require them to walk great
distances simply to eat?
On Thanksgiving—the first day on
which all dining halls were closed—the
commercial eateries in Clemson aimed
at the student budget were also closed.
Where were students expected to eat?
At the corner 7-Eleven?
Approximately a fifth of the total
university student population consists
of out-of-state students, a significant
number of which are from foreign
countries. Provisions were made
between the summer and fall semesters
for these students to eat, so why were
they ignored during the Thanksgiving
holidays?
It cost approximately $10 per day
for students to eat off-campus. Why
was no specific mention given at the
beginning of the semester that meals
would not be provided during the
Thanksgiving break? Does the administration believe that the average
student budget can accomodate such
additional expenditures.?
If the university believed that there
were not enough students to warrant
the opening of at least one dining hall,
why then was the R. M. Cooper
Library open for three out of those four
holidays?
Many students were not aware that
I all dining halls would be closed during
I the break, as a communication was at a

sad minimum. Do the Clemson University students not deserve the simple
courtesy of being informed when there
is a change in the schedule of their
dining halls?
With final examinations so close,
many students chose to return early
from their break in order to study. Can
any credible explanation be given for
the lack of dining hall services during
this busy and tense part of the
semester? Or has the unspoken policy
of ARA Food Services and the
Clemson University administration
become one where money is
appreciated, but student needs are not.
Monish Pabrai
and 15 others

No seats
Editor's note: The following letter
was addressed to Bill McLellan,
I am proud of the continued success
of the Clemson Tiger Football team. I
haven't missed the spirit and
enthusiasm of a home game since I've
been a student here, even though as a
junior now my seats still are nothing
to brag about regardless of the fact
that I get up at 7 a.m. to get my
tickets.
I had looked forward to supporting
the Tigers in Columbia this year as a
student since I was unable to attend
the 1981 game. Unfortunately, I
missed the game this year as well, but
not by choice. I had paid for gas to
Columbia, a hotel room there, and bus
fare to the game and back. The bus,
stuck in traffic, arrived at WilliamsBrice Stadium at 1:05 p.m. My friends
and I walked to the Cantey Building
only to learn that nobody was there. I
realized that I was supposed to be
there by 1 p.m., but I (falsely) assumed
that since I paid $15 for a ticket that
it would be waiting somewhere for me.
Needless to say, many students found
in my predicament were quite irate. I
was furious with USC and it didn't
surprise me that they would treat
Clemson fans in this manner. But that

conviction was quickly corrected when
the Carolina officials insisted that it
was Clemson's fault. Just like Carolina,
I thought, to deny responsibility.
Much to my horror, Van Hilderbrand
(Clemson's ticket manager) was paged
to inform us that it was Clemson who
had made $30 off our tickets and that
we could not see the game.
What a terrible system! A different
system must be devised or at least
hold the tickets until the end of the
first quarter.
I did get my $15 for the ticket stub
back from Jervey the following
Monday morning, but that is small
compensation for the money I spent to
go to the game and to stay in
Columbia. And it certainly does not
erase the bitterness I now feel toward
the people to whom I have addressed
this letter.
I will not see the Tigers in Columbia
as a student since I graduate in May
1985. I hope, for the sake of other
students younger than I am with the
same ambition, that something will be
done to improve the current system,
soon!
Barb Michener

Pr ud

5

Parent

Editor's note: The following letter
was addressed to the student body.
With the semester drawing to a
close, I'd like to thank you for the
tremendous way you have represented
Clemson University in the past few
months. Throughout the fall—on the
campus and across the state—you as a
group and you as individuals have
exemplified the best in attitude, in
conduct, and in support for Clemson.
This is not just my opinion. I've
never been prouder to be associated
with this institution than I was at a
recent meeting in Washington when
the president of one of the schools we
played in football here this season

began telling me how great Clemson
students and fans are.
He said he was so impressed with
the friendliness and hospitality of
Clemson students and with the overall
positive and cordial atmosphere here
that when he got home he told his
administrators to find out what we do
to make Clemson that way.
Members of the Board of Visitors
kept saying during their stay here
earlier this month that the most
impressive thing about Clemson is you,
the students. They said you seem eager
to learn, confident in purpose, and
excited about Clemson.
Those qualities came through time
and again in the nine "We're Proud to
Say Clemson" programs we did around
the state this fall. The students who
participated were upbeat, talented and
articulate. They represented all of
you—all of us—exceptionally well.
And, without a doubt, the "Rising
Above" balloon project showed
everybody how united and resourceful
Clemson students are. Thank you for
your hard work and for your spirited
support for this institution.
I hope your exams go well and that
your holidays are full of joy, peace and
fun.
Bill L. Atchley

Thanks
Thank you so much for all the
recognition that we have received this
past semester. Especially your
coverage of our ACC-Championship
and first-place finish at the District III
meet was excellent!
It is really nice to know that
Clemson's insightful newspaper pays
so much attention to our team. We can
hardly wait for your coverage of our
NCAA result.
Andy West, Martin Flynn,
Styn Jaspers, Wybo Lelieveld,
Iain Campbell, Hans Koeleman

From the Editor's Desk

Tis the season

(fMftfr£!>,

don't sing too loud, or your
neighbor may get his NaCl
confused with your NOEL).
Even though your shopping
trips may be cut back a little to
leave some time for studying,
By Karen Reynolds remember
to keep in mind the
acting editor in chief
bright spots (yes, I said bright
spots) of taking exams.
If we didn't have exams now,
About the time you finished
we'd have to take them after the
eating your third version of leftholidays. Can you think of a
over turkey, the realization
better way to ruin almost three
probably hit—exams were only a
weeks of freedom than studying
week and a half away.
or thinking about what you
Now as you read this article,
should be studying?
even fewer days remain until the
Try and think of exams in a
dreaded, yet hoped-for end.
different light, sort of like a
There are several ways to look
cleansing experience—once they
at exams. They can be a way of
are over, you can start with a
salvaging the last remnants of
your gpr; or they can be the thing clean slate.
And when you think you just
that pushes you over the cliff; or
won't make it, remember what
maybe they will just accomplish
Annie says, "The sun will come
nothing.
Anyway, the important thing is out tomorrow!" and many of us
not to let exams ruin your holiday may get to see it.
So hang in there and HAPPY
spirit. Leave yourself a little time
HOLIDAYS!
to sing a few carols (although

1
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Department of Languages will host
the 13th annual Foreign Language
Declamation Contest Saturday, Dec. 3..
High school students from South
Carolina, North Carolina, and Georgia will
compete by reciting poems in French,
German, Spanish, and Latin. The competition begins at 10 a.m. in Daniel Hall.
Winners will receive prizes during the
awards ceremony in Tillman Hall
auditorium at 1 p.m.
!

The Foothills Group of the Sierra Club
will meet Tuesday, Dec. 6, at 8 p.m. in the
Unitarian Fellowship Building, 304
Pendleton Rd. in Clemson. An informal
slide show and a wine and cheese party are
planned. The public is invited.
June Witty, State Treasurer of South
Carolina NOW and NOW National Board
member, will be the guest speaker at the
December meeting of the Greenville
chapter of NOW. Witty will discuss
issues relating to the discriminatory practices in the insurance industry and legislation now before Congress to end sex
discrimination in insurance. The meeting
will be held Dec. 7, 7:30 p.m., at the
Unitarian Fellowship on Buist Avenue
and is open to the public. For more information, contact Connie Sawyer at
288-6031.
"What Faculty Should Know about
their President" will be the theme of
President Atchley's after-dinner presentation to the Clemson Chapter of AAUP
at its December meeting. The meeting
will be held at the Clemson Hobday Inn
Dec. 9. A banquet at 6:30 p.m. will be
preceded by a cash bar at 5:30. All faculty
members are invited to attend. For reser-

vations, please contact Carolyn Brown,
Dept. of Biological Sciences, Clemson
University, Clemson, S.C. 29631, by
Wednesday, Dec. 7. Tickets will be
available at the door.
Refrigerators rented from Student
Government are being collected Monday,
Dec. 5, from 2 to 5 p.m. at Bradley Hall,
and Tuesday, Dec. 6, from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Lever Hall. Refrigerators must be cleaned,
defrosted, and dried before being returned. Rental period may be extended
through next semester by bringing $25 to
the above locations.
Pi Alpha Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc., will observe its Founders'
Day Sunday, Dec. 4, at 6 p.m. in the YMCA
Chapel. The program will highlight the
fraternity's 77th anniversary. The pubhc
is invited, and admission is free.
The Hillel-Brandeis Student Organization wishes its Christian friends a very
Merry Christmas and a Happy Holiday
season to all.
CLASSIFIEDS
New credit card! Nobody refused!
Also
VISA/Mastercard.
Call
1-805-687-6000 Ext. C-3405.
College sweatshirts. Harvard (grey),
Yale (white), Princeton (navy), Dartmouth
(kelly), North Carolina (light blue), USC
(white), and others. $14 each postpaid.
Send check to LMg, Box 317,
Brookhaven, MS 39601. COD orders call
1-601-835-1085.
Wanted: student sales rep to sell formal
favors, glassware, sportswear, novelties
to Greeks, dorms, clubs. Commission,
own hours. Call Custom Favor Company

toll-free 1-800-323-3101.
Professional Haircuts and perms at half
the price. Call Laura at 7862.
Yamaha classical guitar for sale, excellent condition. $100 or best offer (case
included). Call Lisa Culver at 6339.
Grad student seeking female roommate
for spring semester. Isaqueena Village
Apartments, 2 bedrooms, $140 per month
plus half utilities. Call May at 638-5200.
Fireworks at wholesale prices: bottlerockets $1.49 a gross and more. Call 8426
or 646-8255.
Female roommate needed to share a
three-bedroom apartment near campus.
$80 per month plus third power, phone,
and cable. Call Susan at 654-6676.

2 bedrooms, $215 per month, 1.5 miles
from campus, nice yard. Richardson Properties at 868-2418.
PERSONALS
Happy Birthday Van. You didn't think
I'd do it, did you?
To an airport shuttle driver—I'm still
looking for a party ... a partying
passenger.
Do you always leave your raincoat on
top of your car? Interested.
Robbie Baker, Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year. P.S. We hope Rudolf
learns to shag by New Years. The Robbie
Baker Fan Club.
Ralph-Toobad the press wouldn't fit in
your back pocket. Merry Christmas.

Roommate wanted to share a twobedroom apartment in Clemson. Interested females call Stacy at 2379 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. and leave your
name and number.

Marge, here's to Sunday night showers
and the next 100 years. I love you!
Chester.

Two female roommates needed for
apartment (condo behind Hardees) starting in December. No qualifications—except please have a personality. Call
654-7610.

Dale Lyles and B. J. Rhoad's, congrats
on your engagement.

A-frame apartment available for rent
Dec. 14, approximately 1.5 miles from
campus. Two bedrooms, cathedral ceiling,
wooded floors, deck, dishwasher, electric
heat, surrounded by woods. $240 per
month. Call Linda L. at 882-7563, 9-5,
and 654-6906 after 5, or B. R. Skelton at
654-3495.

Top of the chart, you are still number
one! Love ya, guess who.

E5 Eyes, enjoyed talking to ya'. A9
"Brightsun."
To my friends—Good luck with finals.
Keep the real spirit of Christmas in your
heart, and may God bless each one. I'm
going to miss ya'11—Amanda C.
Leesa "Red"-Phil'
3 —Thanks, Roomie.
16

l3

Nice unfurnished duplex for rent: clean,

A Totally New Concept in Student Apartments
Apartments available for second semester—reserve now!
Register for a chance to win a color TV
Spacious one- and twobedroom apartments
designed to accommodate
2 and 4 students.
Completely furnished
including icemaker, dishes,
cookware, linens, and
much more.
Wall-to-wall carpeting and
walk-in closets.

Central A/C and heat you
control.
Large pool and clubhouse.
On-site laundry facilities.
Ample parking.
Only 12 miles from Tillman
Hall, with shuttle service to
and from campus provided.
Plus much, much more.

Only $150 per month per student

L

CALL 654-2876 NOW!
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Features
Introductory course spelled W - 0 - R - K
By Wendy White
i features editor

If you've signed up to take City
and Regional Planning 411 during the spring semester, be
prepared to work.
Planning 411 is one of those introductory courses that is deceiving.. It may sound like an interesting course to take for an
easy elective, but don't do it
unless you know what's in store.
For the past four years, Planning 411 has been taught by Professor Olgan Ersenka. It is a
class which has simply evolved
into what it is today, Ersenkal
said.
During the semester, members
of the class (usually a small
one—between 10-15 members)
work together on a group project—the redevelopment of a nearby town's downtown area. This
semester's class has recently
completed its project, the
redevelopment of downtown
Honea Path.
The redevelopment project is
simply a proposal, a suggestion
to the town's planning department. Several past projects have
been well-received in towns such
as Walhalla and Liberty, but this
semester's project is expected to
be especially successful,
Ersenkal said.
"It's a highly professional
project," he said. "The students
were able to develop the physical

photo by Richard Potter

The model above shows the redevelopment plan for the downtown area of Honea Path. The plan
is a group project of the city and regional planning class and will be studied as a proposal by the city
council.
Administrative management ments, beautification and landaspects of the revitalization as
scaping, and an economic
well as to get into the marketing major Frank Cawthon signed up
analysis of the downtown busifor the class because he wants to
techniques."
ness district. The group also
The broad development and be a land developer eventually.
well-rounded quality of the proj- "It's been an eye-opening experi- designed promotional projects
ect were made possible because ence," he said. "There's a lot in- for the town, such as bumper
stickers.
of the diversity of the individuals volved in city planning besides
Ersenkal said he has very little
in the class, Ersenkal said. There the actual buildings. You have to
are architecture majors, com- think about traffic and parking to do with the projects beyond
making the original assignment.
munity and rural development and things like that too."
Many of the areas of planning He comes up with those assignmajors, civil engineering majors,
and even a business major in the explored by the class during the ments through his membership
class, all contributing knowledge project included (besides traffic on the board of the Downtown
considerations) facade improve- Development Committee for
from their area of expertise.

South Carolina. Through his
work on the committee he learns
of towns near Clemson that need
revitalizing in their downtown
areas.
"In the economic aspect, downtowns have been dying out,"
Ersenkal said. "There is a great
need to get these business
districts going again."
In their preparation for the
project, the student walked with
Honea Path Mayor Rubye
Devore around the downtown
area, listening to her suggestions
for improvement. They tried to
use her ideas in their plan as well
as some of their own.
"They try to keep things as
simple as possible so they may be
implemented," Ersenkal said.
"This project is very sensible
because there is nothing which
cannot be implemented."
The project is a completely
well-orchestrated group effort,
Ersenkal said, with each class
member contributing equally to
the finished product. The actual
model of the downtown area is
made from plywood, cardboard,
and paper, with the scale of one
inch equalling 16 feet.
The course requires a considerable amount of out-of-class
work, usually about three nights
a week, according to class
members.
The Honea Path proposal was
presented Tuesday night to the
mayor and city councilmen in a
presentation which included a
slide show as well as the actual
model and drawings of the
revitalization plan.

Solar house features innovative heating techniques
by Emily Eitel
staff writer •
The latest of Clemson's solar-efficient
houses is being constructed under the
supervision of the department of
agricultural engineering. It is commonly
referred to as the Mobile Therm Solar
House because of the innovative zone
heating techniques being used.
This project was developed from three
previous ones: the Solar Attic House, the
Solar Greenhouse Residences, and the
Solar Earth House.
The house is divided into an area of
1000 square feet used for living area and
800 square feet for sun porch area. Four
sets of sliding glass doors separate the
sun porch from the rest of the house. "In
effect," adjunct associate professor of
agricultural engineering Jerry Newman,
said, "the house is really an 1800-squarefoot house because of the sun porch."
Zone heating the house means that different areas of the house are being heated
in different ways. The sun porch stores
solar energy when the sun is out. "This
area should stay comfortable if enough
energy is stored, but should this not be
the case, we do not plan to heat it,"
Newman said.
The main section of the house has been
divided into two heating zones, one for living and the other for sleeping. The living
zone will be heated like a conventional
house. The sleeping zone, on the other
hand, will receive solar heat produced by
the sun porch. If needed, it will also be
heated or cooled conventionally.
Newman concisely stated the reason for
zone heating the experimental house:
"Many people have problems operating

their houses because they try to keep the
temperature throughout their houses up
to 70 degrees all the time. With the
Mobile Therm Solar House we've segregated a portion [the living zone] to keep
comfortable all the time; the rest of the
house's temperature varies, even though
we have the ability to control the heating
systems everywhere but on the sun
porch."
The sun porch (also known as the "sun
space") is an innovation primarily
developed from studying greenhouses.
However, instead of having a sloping wall
like that of a greenhouse, the sun porch
has a vertical wall which makes shading
possible and thus prevents overheating
from occurring in the summer.
"We found that a greenhouse attached
to a house is useful to a family only as a
greenhouse and possibly a solar collector.
For that reason, most families prefer
houses without greenhouses," he added.
The sun porch can be used not only as a
greenhouse and a solar collector, but also
as a living area or a work area. It is also a
good area in which to dry clothes or to set
up a fruit drier. Researchers from the
department of agricultural engineering
believe that, in comparison to a greenhouse, a sun porch will be considered an
advantageous feature on a house because
of its great potential for family use.
Besides zone heating, an interesting
feature of the Mobile Therm Solar House
is that it is earth embanked. Soil temperatures are being studied by College of Architecture in hopes of finding a way to use
earth embankments as a method to reduce
the temperature differences on the
house's exterior.
"With earth embankments, hopefully

photo by Matt Franklin

Clemson's fourth solar-efficient house, known as the Mobile Therm Solar
House, is constructed with South Carolina's climate in mind. Certain features of the
building make it adaptable to other climates.
Future plans for the Mobile Therm
exterior temperatures will be made more
Solar House are fairly indefinite. The
uniform. It will then be easier to heat
solar houses built by the university in the
buildings efficiently," Newman said.
The Mobile Therm Solar House is a fairly past have been sold, and there is a good
regional project. The project's specific possibility that the Mobile Therm Solar
research is being done in consideration of House will also be sold. Should that be the
case, the money earned will be deposited
the nature of South Carolina's climate,
but our innovations should be adaptable in a fund for future research projects and
for student scholarships.
for the climates throughout most of the
United States," Newman said.
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Instructor finds computers just plain fun
by Michael Albaneze
staff writer
A familiarization course as an
undergraduate at Clemson was
the extent of Capt. Wes Cooler's
knowledge of computers. As the
price of home computers fell in
the last two years, they became
affordable for much of the public.
"I figured I would need one. I
started with the keyboard last
year and have since added a
printer and two disk drives,"
Cooler said.
Cooler is a 1973 graduate with
a degree in administrative
management. Upon graduation,
Cooler received a regular Army
commission in the United States
Army. Cooler returned to Clemson
as a military science instructor in
fall 1981. "I felt I owed a lot to
the ROTC instructors here when
I was a cadet, so I set a goal of
coming back to repay what I had
personally gotten," Cooler said.
After gaining confidence on
this TI-99, Cooler decided to do
something useful with his computer. "A lot of things in the

Army are variations of the same
thing, like rating the Army physical readiness test scores,"
Cooler said. Hence, Cooler wrote
a program to convert raw scores
to points. "For large numbers of
scores, it's a great time saver,"
he said.
Since that worked so well,
Cooler decided to use the computer for grades. "That program
does grade values and the
grading scheme. I write programs so others can easily
understand them—that is the
challenge," he said.
Cooler's crowning achievement
is his land navigation program.
"I tried to make the course as
flexible as possible. The purpose
of land navigation is to promote
your personal confidence and
teach you a useful military skill,"
he said.
The program determines the
distance and azimuth between
any two points and the parameters of the course to be generated. It also ensures that no two
people are on the same route and
that no point is used twice on any

one route. And it generates all
the paperwork involved for running the course. Naturally, the
routes generated are only as good
as the person who originally
stakes them out.
"The average course used is
about 5000 meters and runs in
three hours. This size makes sure
no one is out all night," he said.
Cooler spends about 20 hours a
week on his computer in the
winter and about four hours a
week in the summer. "I have
over $2000 invested in my home
computer, but I have gotten
much more in enjoyment out of
it," he said.
The computer is good relaxation for Cooler. "Even though
you are in front of a television
screen, you are not watching
trash. It is a learning tool with
entertainment value for me," he
said.
"The more you work with a
computer, the longer the seconds
you wait become. Maybe down
the road I'll buy an IBM or an
Apple home computer," Cooler
said.

photo by Michael Albaneze

Capt. Wes Cooler uses his computer for work and enjoyment.
He also finds the computer said.
For Cooler, the only rationalihelpful in organizing personal affairs. "In the Army, where you zation for a computer that holds
can be called up at any time and water is that it is fun. "The only
move frequently, it's nice to limitation is your own imaginaknow that you are organized," he tion," he said.

JANUARY RENTALS
3-Bedroom Townhouse—
Goldenwoods—$395
3-Bedroom Flat—Goldenwoods—$320
2-Bedroom Flat—Calhoun 8c
Pine Terrace—$250
1-Bedroom Apartment—
Goldenwoods-$200-$220
Efficiency Apartment—
Goldenwoods—$ 160

For Further Information
Please Call
Elinor Baron, 654-4602
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MON.-FRI. LUNCH
GET ONE SLICE OF PIZZA
AND 12-OZ. COKE
FOR ONLY $1
25$ DRAFT FROM 11 A.M.
'TIL 5 P.M.
BIG-SCREEN
TV

ALSO SERVING
QUICHE, SALADS, SANDWICHES

"Care to join me in a cold Stroh's?"

For the real beer lover.
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Peru: It's always there 'waiting for you'
Andes, conquers your imaginaLima
This metropolitan city offers a tion and amazes your eyes. The
variety of opportunities to city was discovered in 1911, but
delight in the Peruvian culture. it was in such good shape, with
From the market places to the in- the exception of roofs made of
By Antonio Aliaga ternational restaurants to the perishable vegetation, that it
guest writer
museums, one will find various looked ready to live in.
interests for enjoyment. Lima
Nazca
exhibits in its museums the
Etched into the plains (deserts)
finest
collection
of
preThis article is the sixth in a series
of Nazca is found a variety of
Colombian
ceramic
art
in
the
of articles written by foreign
figures so large that they can only
students and sponsored by the world. The gold museum owned
be viewed from an airplane at
by
a
private
collector
is
a
International^Student Council.
fabulous assortment of pre- heights of 1000 feet or more.
Peru is situated on the Pacific Colombian gold objects and arti- What are they? If you are on the
coast in South America. It is facts. A number of gold objects ground, all you see are lines and
bounded by Ecuador on the from Peru were exhibited at the more lines, but from high up, you
north, Colombia on the north- 1982 World's Fair in Knoxville, will see a spider, a fish, birds, etc.
But what was their purpose?
east, Brazil on the east, Bolivia Tenn.
There are many theories. Were
on the southeast, Chile on the
they made for worship? Had the
south, and the Pacific Ocean on
Cuzco
The Incan empire's capital will Incas a way to go up in the air to
the west. Peru has an area of
482,133 square miles and a provide a different atmosphere admire them? These drawings
population of 16 million. The for travelers. The modern city date back about 1000 years, yet
capital is Lima, with a popula- reflects the Peruvians' warmth; it may take another 1000 years
tion of 5 million, located on the the older buildings, dating back to learn what they were used for.
as far as the time of the Incan In the mean time they will be adcoast.
The monetary unit of Peru is empire, reflect the power and mired.
the sol (sun). The official strength of an empire that spanI quitos
language is Spanish, although ned between southern Colombia
Iquitos is a city in the jungle
Quecha, the official language of and central Chile. Sacsahuaman,
the Incan empire, is still spoken fortress made up of giant with no other way of access than
by a small percentage of the boulders that even today's most by plane or by river. It seems to
population. Aymara is also sophisticated cranes cannot lift, be separated from the rest of the
spoken by a relatively small is an intriguing thing to see. The world, yet it offers all the things
percentage of the population, remnants of the temple of the, that are necessary for life, plus
and various dialects are used by sun, the valley of the Incas, and more. The vegetation and the
the open market of Pizac will wild life are two things that
the jungle Indians.
should not be missed.
Were you ever interested in also be a delight.
Overall, Peru; has many more
visiting Peru but were not sure
things to offer. So if you are ever
Machu Picchu
what was in store for you? Here
Machu Picchu, a breath-taking in South America, Peru is still
are some of the things that Peru
city located high on top of the waiting for you.
has to offer.

Focus On
America's
Future
Help Prevent Birth Defects
4»_

Support
^HM"-

The capital city of Peru, Lima, features museums, the pink
rococco palace of Quinta de Presa, and many other places of interest.

EVERYONE DOES IT!
Now, Have A Place to Keep Them.

Elegant Cloth,
with draw cord,
Historical Perspective
and more.

the

March of Dimes
<2pMg
BIRTH DEFECTS FOUNDATION I

OUIBBLEDICKER

Send $3.95 ea.
and your printed
name & address
for use as a label.
To: OUIBBLEDICKER
P.O. Box 7651
Pittsburgh, PA 15214

FREE CATALOGUE — Send a Self Addressed Stamped Envelope.
"All Brands Importers Inc., New York, Sole U.S. Importer C.

A NOOSE FOR
ALL SEASONS

Imported Moosehead. Stands head and antlers above the rest
BRAKE FOR MOOSEHEAD. WHEN YOU DRINK DON'T DRIVE.
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Entertainment
Center Stage

Madrigal watches group reach goal

by Julie Ellington
staff writer
As a member of the Madrigal Choir for
the past three semesters, Ann Marie
Spearman is finally getting to see the
group realize its full potential with the
medieval dinner/concerts that the group
has planned.
"We've sung twice before this year,"
she said, "at a church and a women's club.
All we did then was stand and sing. For
this, we will be in our medieval costumes.
It will be more in the setting of the Middle
Ages, and it will let people know what
things were like back in that time period."
Spearman is also a member of the
University Chorus, where she holds the
position of treasurer, and the Women's
Glee Club. She will get to perform with
these groups, as well as the Madrigal
Choir, in the chorus' Christmas concert.
She has a special interest in the music
of the medieval period. "I've always loved
music that dates back before the 1600s
because of my piano training," she said.
"I had to learn a lot of baroque and

classical music, and I started to really enjoy that type of music. Then in high
school, I got started singing it in a
madrigal group."
Spearman is originally from Charleston
and is now a sophomore majoring in
mathematical science. She has been involved with the Madrigal Choir since she
has been at Clemson. "I really enjoyed
singing in it, and I missed the madrigal
choir I had been in when I was in high
school," she said. "So when I got here, I
heard they were having auditions, and I
tried out."
Spearman said that the medieval
Christmas dinner is a major project for
the group. "It's something new, and we
are hoping it will go over well because
we're using it to raise money for the
University Chorus' spring tour.
"I hope that people will be receptive to
it," she said. "I think it will be fun for
everyone involved. The audience will have
an evening of good food and good entertainment. We want as many people as
possible to come so we can get them into
the Christmas spirit."

photo by Mary Owens

Ann Marie Spearman, a member of the Madrigal Choir, has always had a
special interest in medieval music.

Debut album 'Sweet Sound' 'inspiring and pleasant'
by William Stephens
staff writer
Make no mistake about it,
Simon Townshend is Pete's
younger brother, and while Pete
did produce Simon's debut
album "Sweet Sound," the
younger Townshend is a talented
singer, songwriter, and guitarist
in his own right. He has a strong
voice that sounds like his more
famous sibling's sometimes, but
is a good deal more British. His
guitar work rivals Pete's early
work with The Who.
"Sweet Sound" kicks off the
album with a bang. Thumping

drums laid down by Mark
Brzezicki of Big Country, coupled with Simon's passionate
vocals and a throbbing bass line
by Visage's Steve Barnicle make
a tune that makes you want to
get up and dance. The song isabout the role of music in a
romantic relationship ("Sound
and light get dimmer . . . when
the night is nice").
"I'm the Answer" is clearly
the song most influenced by the
older Townshend. It follows
directly from Empty Glass's
"Let My Love Open the Door,"
in both subject matter and pat-

Madrigals present
medieval concerts
by Julie Ellington
staff writer
The Madrigal Choir is sponsoring medieval dinner/concerts
Dec. 2 and 3 at 7 p.m. in the
Palmetto Room.
The holiday dinner will give
the participants an idea of what
it was like to be at a Christmas
feast in England in the 15th
and 16th centuries.
The meal will begin with a
boar's head brought out on a
platter. Other authentic
English foods to be served are
cheeses, chicken, figgy pudding, and wassail drinks.
Planned for the latter portion
of the evening is a concert in
the form of a presentation of
the feast by the hosts, the lord
and lady of Nottingham.
The Madrigal Choir, in
medieval costumes, will be
entertaining the guests
throughout their dinner by
singing songs of the time
period. The guests will also
have an opportunity to join in
the festivities by singing
Christmas carols.

"Singing was very important
to the people,of that time, and
everyone sang then," said
Willard Cottrell, visiting assistant professor of music and
sponsor of the event. "We are
trying to recapture that spirit
by having our guests sing along
with the Madrigal Choir."
The Clemson Recording
Society and the Clemson
Dancers will also be entertaining the audience, and the feast
and entertainment will last for
about two and a half hours.
"This will be the first time we
have tried this," Cottrell said.
"Each year we hope to make it
bigger and better if it goes over
well. It is designed to be an
educational experience for
everyone, including the audience. They will see how the
feast was celebrated and be able
to participate in it."
The cost is $8 for students
and $10 for non-students.
Seating is limited. Contact the
music department for tickets,
which will also be sold at the
door.

tern. Just substitute "If you've
been stood up on your date ...
when all the love has turned to
hate" for "When everything feels
all over, and everybody seems
unkind."
"It's All So Real" starts off
side two. This powerful tune
talks about the times in life when
we catch a momentary glimpse of
what life is all about.
"And More With You" is one
of only two songs on the album
that deals exclusively ■with love.
It has a strange rhythm and has
an odd twist to it. The relationship is apparently not a normal

one ("All those obscenities on the
wall make me want your loving
more and more."), and the object
of Townshend's affections is not
the most stable woman in the
world ("But please don't jump
off the roof darling.").
Pete Townshend is noted for
the unusual themes in his music,
and Simon's music is much the
same. "Freakers" is an excellent
effort condemning people for being tough, macho, and violent.
Finally we have "Heart Stops,"
which features a catchy piano
line. It urges us to live our lives
to the fullest, and to "touch the

power and feel the stinging,"
because we'll never know when
we're going to die. The line
"angels wearing boots again" is
a nice touch.
On the whole, Sweet Sounds is
a very inspiring and pleasant
album. Townshend does use too
much repetition, which makes
the tunes longer than they need
be, but as he gets more practice
as a songwriter, he'll overcome
this. He is well on his way to
becoming a rock star of his
brother's stature. Give him a
chance; you'll like the "sweet
sound" of this album.

Take Two

Spread the holiday spirit
By Bob Adams
entertainment editor

"Only 20 shopping days left
until Christmas!" How many
times have you heard that
remark in the past few days? As
inevitable as the coming of the
nice, little bill from the university, Christmas is on its way.
The Christmas spirit is also
beginning to appear in windows,
on walls, and outside. When I

first returned from Thanksgiving,
I was certain that the Christmas
spirit would be overshadowed by
the threat of impending exams.
But the spirit is there!
The first signs of Christmas
spirit showed up in the apartment next door to mine. The girls
put their Christmas tree together, strung popcorn, and
drank eggnog, accompanied by
several Christmas albums humming through the stereo. Now
they have the Christmas spirit.
The spirit could be seen
throughout the Union Plaza, as
the tree went up, and several
students put lights in their win-

dows. Several groups, such as
the Madrigals and the University
Chorus, are presenting Christmas
programs.
Exchanging gifts from Secret
Santas and sharing family traditions with friends help keep your
mind off the grade report that
usually appears in the mailbox
with some of the last cards.
So this is my attempt to spread
that most infectious conditionChristmas spirit. All of you
Tigers are used to showing your
spirit, so show some now for the
holidays. Remember there are only 13 days left. Season's
Greetings!

Groups present programs
Two university performing
groups, the Clemson University
Chorus and the Clemson Players,
are presenting their final performances for the semester.
A Christmas concert will be
presented by the chorus Dec. 6 at
8 p.m. in Tillman Hall auditorium. The chorus, Men's and
Women's Glee Clubs, the
Madrigal Singers, and the 4:30
Thursday Singers will perform.
One of the featured pieces of
the concert is '"Twas the Night

Before Christmas," a composition by Edwin Freeman, associate professor of music. The
premiere performance of the composition will be sung by the
Women's Glee Club.
The concert is free and is open
to the public. For more information call 656-3427.
The Clemson Players conclude
a semester of theater with "An
Evening of One Acts." The performances are at 8 p.m. Dec. 2
and 3.
■ w*M»M»fltniRrrsik«-toui »*•* • m a »■■»»» «■« mteam t*

The plays are being directed by
students as their final projects in
Advanced Stage Direction. Teresa
Davis is directing Mary Gallager's
"Chocolate Cake." The play
features Kimberly Hall and
Loretta Moore.
Robin Roberts directs Kelli
Grant, Angela Elam, and Lisa K.
Culver in "Laundry and Bourbon."
The performances will be held in
the Daniel Annex. For reservations call 656-2476.
M
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Rock group Vixen captivates small audience
by Kavin Taylor
staff writer
Between filming for the movie
"Hard Bodies" and producing
their upcoming self-titled album,
the girls of Vixen managed to
squeeze in a performance at
Tillman Hall Nov. 18. Too bad
not many people showed up. It
looks as if poor timing and lack
of student support united once
again, and as usual, the student
body lost out.
Of course, some people did
show up. Maybe 50. Okay,
maybe 75. Now ask how many
were Clemson students. Let's
just say the audience looked as if
the Daniel High School class of
'86 was in attendance, with
chaperons. Get the picture?
And it's really too bad because
the girls were good. They had
just enough girlishness without
being cutesy to charm the audience, and they had enough skill
to impress some of the skeptics
—although the majority of the

photo by Matt Franklin

The five-woman band Vixen
currently recording an album.
audience seemed easily impressed.
From the very beginning of the
show, it was apparent they were
not a Go-Gos-style group, and
they were not quite as harddriving as Girlsschool. They
played what one band member
termed "hard-dance music."

performed in Tillman Hall Nov. 18. The "hard dance music" group is
With the exception of the
Stones' "Under My Thumb," the
music was all original. Vixen
seems to fit easily into the rock
'n' roll niche, borrowing very little from the new music, and
never sinking to heavy metal.
Janet Gardner, the lead singer,

was at the same time good, but
also a disappointment. Her
abilities with a guitar were
passable (she played on several
songs) but her voice sounded as if
she'd been practicing the
dialogue from "The Rose." In
fact, several times she sounded

as if she were doing a Bette
Midler imitation, which isn't
good to do unless you're Bette.
But if nothing else, the group
deserves credit for performing to
a crowd that was far from capacity.
Lead guitarist Jan Kuehnemund
impressed the boppers who rushed
to the front of the stage, as did
Pia Maiocco, the bass player.
They were having fun playing,
and they showed it.
However, drummer Laurie
Hedlund and rhythm guitarist
Tamara Ivanov impressed me.
They both seemed, well, professional, from their opening
number "Pictures" to "Computer Madness." In fact, they all
gave more than the average college circuit band would have
given, and that made for an enjoyable show.
The highlight of the performance, though, was "Put Your
Hands Where You Want." I say
put them together and clap. The
girls deserve a hand.

Regional Notes

Huey Lewis and the News in Greenwood

Huey Lewis and the News will
bring their "hard-rocking, harddriving" sounds to the Greenwood
Civic Center Dec. 4 at 7:30 p.m.
Their latest hit is "Heart and
Soul" from their
Sports
album. Advanced-sale tickets are
$8.50, and all remaining tickets
are $9.50. All seats are general
admission. Tickets are available
at the box office, Carole's

Records in Greenville, and
Draisen's Jewelers in Anderson.
Charlotte Coliseum
The Gap Band will perform in
Charlotte Dec. 2 at 8 p.m. in the
coliseum. Tickets are $11.50, and
all tickets are general admission.
Those "wild-eyed, Southern
boys," .38 Special, will be in concert Dec. 30. Also scheduled to

appear with the group is Joan
Jett and the Blackhearts. General admission tickets for the 8
p.m. show are $11.50.

self-addressed envelope. The
Carolina Coliseum, P.O. Box
11515, Columbia, S.C. 29211. Call
777-5111 for more information.

Carolina Coliseum
The Party Train comes to
Columbia Dec. 3, when the Gap
Band presents a concert at the
Carolina Coliseum. The show
begins at 8 p.m., and tickets are

Teaeobs
PRESERVATIONS/-r/i O.AAO

SUGGESTED

$12.50.
To order tickets by mail, send a
cashier's check or money order
plus $1 service charge. Include a

654-644^

654-3000
We Deliver—Free:
Good Pizza
vs.

Fast Pizza

Legends has gone Italian
CALZONE
$4.25

Santa Has
The Answer!

golden baked bread stuffed with spiced
ricottoa cheese, ground sirloin, creamy
mozzarella cheese and tomato sauce.

Give A Gift Certificate
From The Color Coders

PASTA BAR
dinner
lunch

$5.99
$3.99

all you can eat

SALAD BAR
all you can eat
with dinner

$2.69
$1.29

Choice of spaghetti, ziti,
rotini, fetuccini.
FEATURING

Afternoon HAPPY HOUR 4»6 • Monday-Friday

654-6442
CALL FOR CARRY-OUT SERVICE

$
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Sports
Women cagers snatch title, undefeated
by Marcy Posey
staff writer
The Lady Tiger basketball
team opened its 1983-84 season
this past week with four straight
wins. The team played in the
Queen's Classic in Plainview,
Texas, Nov. 24-26, where they
defeated Oklahoma State,
Wayland Baptist, and Stephen
F. Austin, en route to the tournament title.
The Lady Tigers then returned
home to defeat UNC-Charlotte
Wednesday evening.
UNCC
Clemson won its fourth consecutive game when it defeated
UNCC, 87-67, at Littlejohn
Coliseum.
After a slow first half, the
Lady Tigers went into halftime
with a 37-33 lead. They picked
up defensively as well as offensively in the second half,
shooting 55 percent from the
field and pulling down five
rebounds.
Although the Lady Tigers had
trouble scoring from the inside,
their transition game enabled
them to pick up the win, their
fourth of the season.
"We are happy to be 4-0,"
Clemson coach Annie Tribble
said, "but we are not happy with
tonight's performance.

"The first half was not real
good, but Jacqui Jones and Janet
Knight kept us in the game," she
said. "Our depth was a big factor
because we were able to keep
fresh people out there."
Scoring in double figures were
Knight with 29 points, Jones
with 16 points, and Denise
Marshall with 13 points. Jones
also fared well with eight rebounds, while Peggy Caple pulled
down six.
"We moved the ball well on
transition," Tribble said. "That's
going to be our strength this
year."
Stephen F. Austin
The Lady Tigers captured their
third consecutive victory along
with the title of tournament
champs for the Queen's Classic
with its win over 20th-ranked
Stephen F. Austin.
The win capped a three-victory
performance for the Lady Tigers
in the annual tournament.
Jones turned in a 35-point,
12-rebound performance to lead
Clemson to a 95-75 win. Knight
also scored in double figures with
a total of 10 points.
Wayland Baptist
In their second game of the
season, the Lady Tigers defeated
host Wayland Baptist 67-57.
The win over Wayland Baptist

Ford named ACC
Coach-of-the-Year
i

i lli

ball program in the country.
"I am extremely pleased and
honored with this award," said
Ford in a statement released by
his office, "but our coaching staff
and players deserve all the credit.
"The players and staff did all
that was asked of them this
season," he said, "and they
should receive recognition for
what they accomplished. I would
like to share this honor with
them."
Danny Ford
Ford took over the head
coaching duties at Clemson in
December of 1978 when then
by Alan Cannon
head coach Charlie Pell left to
sports editor
assume the head coaching job at
the University of Florida. Ford
Head football coach Danny opened his head coaching career
Ford was recently named the that year with a 17-15 victory
Associated Press' Atlantic Coast over the Ohio State Buckeyes in
Conference Coach-of-the-Year. the 1978 Gator Bowl.
Ford—who picked up four of the
In 1979, the Gadsden, Ala.
seven votes cast by area media native led the Tigers to an 8-4
representatives—has led the record and a Peach Bowl berth.
Clemson football program to After slipping to a 6-5 record
three consecutive undefeated in 1980, Ford led Clemson in
conference seasons.
1981 to an undefeated regular
The Tigers, who could not par- season, a 22-15 win over
ticipate in post-season play this Nebraska in the Orange Bowl,
year due to NCAA and ACC pro- and Clemson's first ever national
bation for recruiting violations, championship.
compiled a 7-0 conference record
Last year the Tigers finished
this year en route to a 9-1-1 the season with a 9-1-1 record
overall slate and a number-11 na- and a number-eight national
tional ranking at the end of the ranking, but NCAA probation
regular season.
prevented Clemson from parOver the past three years, ticipating in a post-season bowl
Ford's teams have enjoyed a game.
combined record of 30-2-2, comThe 35-year-old Ford has built
piling one of the best winning up a 45-12-2 record while at
percentages of any college foot- Clemson.

sent the Lady Tigers into the
tournament finals against
Stephen F. Austin.
Knight scored 13 points in the
first half to help the Lady Tigers
build a 35-22 lead. Knight added
five more points in the second
half for a total of 18. Marshall
and Sandy Bishop added 14 each,
while Melinda Hall scored 10
points.
Oklahoma State
The Lady Tigers blasted into
their first game of the season and
the first game of the tournament
by defeating Oklahoma State
99-81. Knight scored 18 points
to lead the team to its opening
victory.
Four other players also had
double-figure performances.
Marshall had 16 points, Jones
scored 14, Julie Larson scored
13, and Bishop had a total of 10.
Jones led in rebounds with a
total of 11, and Bishop had eight.
Clemson led at halftime, 45-37.
The Lady Tigers are now ranked
19th in the nation after these
wins. "It feels real good to be
ranked," Tribble said. "We don't
feel any pressure because of the
ranking, though."
The Lady Tigers will play
again Saturday night in an 8 p.m.
contest with South Carolina at
Littlejohn Coliseum.

photo by Rob Biggerstatl

Janet Knight takes a shot during Wednesday night's action.

Clemson runners finish
with top-ten rankings
a great job.
"Anyone in the top 10 places is
capable of winning the meet," he
Both the men's and women's said. "It just depends on who's
cross country teams competed in hot that day."
Behind Koelman, Stijn Jaspers
the NCAA national finals held on
the Lehigh University campus finished in 14th place with a time
this past week. The men's team of 30:20, Wybo Lelieveld placed
finished fourth, while the Lady 43rd with 31:04, Iain Campbell
Tigers ended up in the seventh finished 63rd with 31:16, and
Martin Flynn came in 64th with
spot.
31:16.
Jeff de Almeida finished 79th
Men
The Tigers finished fourth with a 31:33 clocking, and Andy
behind champion University of West followed in 84th place with
Texas of El Paso, second-place 31:56.
According to Narewski, the
Wisconsin, and third-place
course was relatively flat and the
Oregon.
According to head coach Stan race should have been more fastNarewski, the Tigers' fourth- paced than usual.
"There were some sharp turns
place finish was very commendable in that Clemson was ranked and a few steep hills, though," he
said. "Also, although we had
only 17th going into the meet.
"The three teams which beat great weather on the day of the
us have some of the best running race, it had rained hard the night
programs in the country," before. Those factors slowed the
Narewski said. "It was very con- pace of the race down somewhat,
ceivable that those teams, along but I don't think they affected
with quite a few others, were the meet's final outcome."
Narewski said he was very
capable of beating us."
Hans Koelman was the highest pleased with the way Clemson's
finisher for the Tigers, as he men's team performed.
"Everyone did a great job," he
placed seventh overall. The
said.
"To get to this meet, we
senior from Nithoorn, Holland—
who placed third in the NCAAs first had to qualify at the Divilast year—completed the 10K sion 3 Regional meet held at the
Boscobel Golf Course in Anderson.
course with a time of 29:59.
"When everyone ran a terrific
"A lot of people think that his
placing seventh is worse than his race at the regional meet," he
placing third in this meet last said, "it proved to us that we had
year," Narewski said, "but he did the team strength, especially in
by Emily Eitel
staff writer

our runners in places three
through seven, to perform well
nationally."
Women
The women's team finished up
its season with a seventh-place
finish in the NCAA finals. "The
team ran reasonably well," coach
Sam Colson said, "or at least as
well as could be expected."
The Lady Tigers' number-one
runner, Stephanie Weikert, did
not finish the race because of an
Achilles' tendon injury. "Had
she been injury-free," Colson
said, "we would have been in the
running to win the meet."
Finishing first for the Lady
Tigers was Tina Krebs, whose
seventh-place finish was the
highest ever for a Clemson
woman runner in the NCAA
finals. Krebs completed the
championship course with a time
of 16:25.
Judith Shepherd finished in
41st place, Carrie Robinson came
in 49th, and Elsa Wright finished
71st. Emily Wood finished 91st
in the finals, her first competition since her wrist injury.
Colson said the women's team
—which consisted of only eight
members—was hurt significantly
by injuries. "Hopefully with a
few more team members we'll
have a team with more depth
next year," Colson said. "Then
we might not be so vulnerable
when injuries do occur."
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Basketball team opens season with three wins
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
The mens' basketball team has
poured on the defense over its
season-opening week to build up
a 3-0 record.
The Tigers outscored Wagner
105-55 in the opening round of
the IPTAY tournament Friday
night and held the Warriors from
Marquette to only 42 percent
field-goal shooting to claim a
66-61 victory and the IPTAY
title Saturday night. Wednesday
night the Tigers shut down the
inside game of the Fur man
Paladins for a 71-67 win.
Head coach Bill Foster said his
team is much-improved from last
year's 11-20 squad, especially in
its defensive skills.
"I think we're a much better
team, especially on the defensive
end of the court," Foster said
after the Furman win. "There are
going to be some nights when our
defense plays like it can, that our
offense is going to light things up
too."
Furman
Foster said the Tigers' main
objective going into the contest
with Furman would be to shut
down the inside game of George
Singleton and Randy Morris.
"Our whole attack was based
on trying to shut Singleton
down," Foster said. "I thought
our inside defense was the key to
the game."
After Clemson opened the
game with a sluggish start—in
which the Paladins held as much
as an eight-point lead—Foster inserted sophomore wing Anthony
Jenkins into the lineup.
Jenkins answered the call with
12 points in the first half to up
the Tigers halftime field-goal
percentage to 49 percent as he
cruised to a 14-point performance.
"Anthony's not gun-shy,"
Foster said. "He really gave us a
lift. He's the type of player that
doesn't need to warm up or get

tonight we lost a lot of last year,"
Foster said after the contest.
"From a confidence standpoint,
it's got to be a real shot in the
arm for our guys.
"Our goal going in was to try
and shut down their inside game,"
he said. "We're not big, and
maybe we should have zoned
more. But every time we showed
them a zone, they hit a bucket.
And I didn't have the guts to
Marquette
After falling behind by as stay with it three or four possesmany as eight points against the sions."
Warriors from Marquette in
Wagner
Saturday night's finals of the
Clemson's dynamic duo of
IPTAY tournament, the Tigers
pulled back even with the Jones and Hamilton returned to
Warriors with 25 seconds left in the floor of Littlejohn Coliseum
regulation time and claimed the Friday night for the first time
victory with clutch free-throw since the 1980-81 season. The
shooting in the overtime period. result—a 105-55 trouncing of
The score was tied 30-30 after Wagner that emptied the Clemthe first half, but both teams son bench and sent the Tigers
knew that the lead was there for into the final round of the IPthe taking. Clemson had shot a TAY tournament.
Then Wagner featured a new
dismal 35 percent from the field
Foster
innovation, the Orange
in the first half, and the warriors
hadn't done much better at 43 Aids teams, a reserve squad
similar to the "Blue" teams of
percent.
Clemson came back out after years past from UNC coach Dean
halftime with an 11-6 scoring Smith's Tarheel cage squads.
"We knew going in that we'd
spurt over the Warriors, but Marquette came back with 18 more play 13 people in each half, no
points to pull ahead 54-48 with matter what," Foster said of the
reserves' participation. "That's
3:23 left in regulation.
David Shaffer and Hamilton what we're going to look at for a
pulled the Tigers to within two while. We'll have our eight top
points with consecutive baskets, guys, then we'll have another
and Marc Campbell cut the lead group—the Orange Aids.
"There are a lot of good players
to one with a long jumper after
Marquette's Robert Hall made in that group," he said. "There's
not a hair's difference between
one of two free throws.
Dwayne Johnson pulled the them and the guys who are ahead
Warriors up by two with another of them."
free throw, but Jarman erased
the Marquette lead with a layup.
Hall tried a last-second desperation shot, but the ball bounded
off the rim to close out the
regulation play.
In the overtime, Clemson won
the game from the free-throw
line. Campbell pumped in six of
eight attempts from the charity
stripe to ice the tournament title
for the Tigers.
"We won the type of game

into the flow of the game. He can
come right off the bench and put
points on the board."
Vincent Hamilton and Jenkins
each added 14 points to lead the
scoring for the Tigers. Murray
Jarman added 11 points and
eight rebounds, while 'Raymond
Jones pumped in 10 points and
pulled down six rebounds.

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Anthony Jenkins pumped in 14 points in the Tigers' 71-67
win over Furman.

Murray Jarman led the Tigers
with 23 points and nine rebounds. Shaffer, Hamilton, and
Jenkins added 10 eacrj.
The Tigers will take on the

The
Ultimate

Gamecocks from USC Saturday
night at 8 p.m. in Littlejohn and
will host the Citadel Bulldogs
next Saturday evening at 7:30 p.m.

in one Stateroom at $45 a night),
here's what you'll get:
• Oceanview accommodations
• Private balcony and kitchenette
• Free HJA movies
• Swimming pools
• A complete health club
• Volleyball courts
• 3 miles of beach!

,V/

We've got exactly
what you want
Christmas
Weekend in luxurious
oceanfront accommodations
on Hilton Head Island
for just $45.00*

soft luggage -backpacks • tents
t-shirts, boots, cookware
and much more!
mail & phone orders accepted
AppalachianTrail Outfitters
211 College Ave.
Clemson 654-1737

'per night, double occupancy

Break away from
the books at the
! brand-new Mariner's
Inn, ocean-front in
Palmetto Dunes Resort on Hilton Head
Island. For $45.00 (based on two people
r

Plus, great restaurants, a latenight deli, a nightclub with live entertainment and cookouts. Nearby are two
golf courses, a 25-court tennis center,
shopping, fishing, biking and boating.
Call today for information and
reservations for our College Package.

©Mariners lm>
HILTON HEAD ISLAND

P.O. Box 6165, Hilton Head Island, SC 29938
Oceanfront in Palmetto Dunes Resort
Call TOLWrHZE (800) 84S-8001
orinS.C.oall(803)84a«300.

CLM
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Swimmers stroke to near-perfect beginnings
by Cheryl Albert
staff writer
Both the men's and women's
teams have started the season off
very strongly, as the women
have a record of 3-0-1, so far, and
the men have a record of 3-1.
Blemishes to the near-perfect
records were caused by Florida
State. "This is the best allaround team ever," head swim
coach Bob Boettner said. "This
year our team has balance and
depth."
Florida State
The Tiger swimming teams
opened the season Nov. 4, when
they hosted swimming powerhouse Florida State.
Although neither the men nor
women recorded a win, Boettner
said, the performance was pleasing.
Dynamo Swim Club
Although Dynamo is not a college team, the outcome of this
meet did count toward the
Tigers' overall record.

I if 111

■

EVERCLEAR
Add passion to
your punch with
Everclear 190 prooi
grain alcohol.

EVERCLEARTSHIRT OFFER

Clemson used a balanced attack against the Dynamo swim
club to earn a 57-38 women's victory and a 57-37 men's victory.
Four season records were set in
the meet. Chip McElhatten's
time of 9:41.2 in the 1000
freestyle and Mike Higgs' time
of 4:37.5 in the 500 freestyle
lowered the old records in the
respective events. New marks
were set in the women's 100
backstroke and 200 freestyle by
Robin Zubeck with a time of 59^4
and Linda flutter with a time of

1:53.1, respectively.
Georgia Southern
The Lady Tigers met the Lady
Eagles Nov. 15. Linda Rutter
won two events to lead Clemson
to a 69-43 win over Georgia
Southern. Carolyn Hodge's
scores of 267.45 and 275.70 in the
one- and three-meter diving
events were this year's season
highs in diving competition.
Georgia Tech
Nov. 15 the men swimmers

also won as they defeated the
Yellow Jackets 62-32. Setting
diving marks were Brett Green
with a score of 293.325 in onemeter diving and Tim Obrien
with a score of 307.80 in threemeter diving. The previous highs
were 287.4 and 274.05, respectively.
Clemson Invitational
"Swimming the Clemson Invitational was basically for
recruiting purposes and conditioning work on our taper,"

coach Boettner said. "One of our
goals in the early season is to
qualify as many people as possible for the international meet."
The international meet will be
held in Austin, Texas, Jan. 5-7.
Clemson has already qualified all
relay teams for this meet. Individual qualifiers are:
• Coy Cobb—100 & 200 backstroke, 100 butterfly
• Mike Higgs—50 freestyle
• Billy Powers—400 individual
medley

Nothing Else Feels Like Navy Flying.
making authority and
The thunderous roar
management responof jet engines rolls
sibility you have as an
across the carrier's
officer in the Navy.
flight deck.
On the ground, as
Throttles are at
a
Navy
officer, you
full power, and you're
work
with
and supervise
waiting for the signal
today's most highly
to launch.
skilled
aviation
professionals.
In the air,
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
as part of the naval aviation team, you
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
have
about the most exciting job anyone
you're flying low and fast over the open
can
have.
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
It's a uniquely rewarding job with
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
flight officer you're at the very heart of it. —more than the average corporation
Once you've earned your wings,
pays you just out of college. After four
the Navy puts you in full control of a multi- years, with regular Navy promotions
million-dollar supersophisticated
and pay increases, your annual salary
combination of jet aircraft and electronic climbs to $31,100. That's over and above
a full package of benefits and privileges.
wizardry.
Find out how much more a job in
And Navy training makes sure
naval
aviation has to offer. Fill in the
you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight
coupon. No other job
training gives you the
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
W 346
gives you the kind of
navigation, aerodynamINFORMATION CENTER
leadership
experience
P.O. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
ics and other technior
fast
responsibility
O Please send me more information about becomcal know-how you need.
ing a member of the Naval Aviation Team. (0A)
you get as part of the
Leadership and
Name
naval aviation team.
{Please
Print}
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First
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Apt. #
Address.
And nothing else feels
prepare you for the
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know, the more we can help to determine the kinds of Navy positions for which you qualify.
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Grapplers pin Oregon State
by Cheryl Albert
staff writer

photo by Rob Biggerstaff

Flying Tiger
Melinda Hall appears to take flight during the Lady Tigers'
Wednesday night victory over UNC-Charlotte.
Hall and the rest of Clemson's perimeter players give the
Lady Tigers a potent transition game.

The Tiger grapplers opened
their 1983-84 season Thanksgiving Day in a match against 12thranked Oregon State. The Tigers,
who are not ranked in the top 40
in the nation, defeated Oregon
State 23-18.
"Posting a major upset in our
first match is a really good sign
for us," head coach Eddie Griffin
said. "As of now, we're right
where we need to be."
According to Griffin, Tigers'
Kirk Hoffman at 126 lbs., Jody
Taylor at 142 lbs., Chris Bojanovic at 158 lbs., Greg Snyder
at 167 lbs., and Gary Nivens at
177 lbs. have been key performers so far this year. "These
five guys have turned in really
solid performances through the
open tournaments and the early
season," Griffin said.
Chris Bojanovic had the only
take-down in the match against
Oregon State. Another winner
against Oregon State was heavyweight Brian Raber.
"Brian, a 6-foot-4-inch, 225 lb.
sophomore, is doing a good job,
and should be outstanding when
he gets in top shape," Griffin
said.
"We have a lot of freshmen in
the starting line-up, and these
youngsters need a little time to
mature," Griffin said. "We
should be an all-around good
team by mid-January."
While they post wins for the
Clemson team, three Tiger
wrestlers are winning for another

reason, Greg Snyder, Tom Carr,
and Chris Bojanovic are shooting
for the highest career wins in
Clemson history.
At the end of last season these
grapplers held the fourth, fifth,
and sixth places on the list.
Snyder needs just 20 wins this
season to take the lead.
The Tiger grapplers will meet

Brigham Young Dec. 1 and will
then compete in the Las Vegas
Invitational Dec. 2 and 3. The
Tigers next home match will be
Dec. 18 against third-ranked
Iowa State. "We're hoping to
surprise Iowa State and pull off
another upset," Griffin said. The
match will be held in the Jervey
Gym beginning at 2 p.m.

It's Dec. 1
do you know
what your grades
are?

CEDARWO

An Apartment Complex For Students

OFF-CAMPUS INDEPENDENCE AT CAMPUS CONVENIENCE
e«

N*.

BEHIND OLD STONE CHURCH, 1000 FT. FROM CLEMSON
HORTICULTURAL GARDENS.
2 BEDROOMS, 2 FULL BATHS, LIVING-DINING AREA.
COMPLETE KITCHEN WITH WASHERS, DRYERS, & DISHWASHERS.
5-, 9-, & 12-MONTH LEASES AVAILABLE priced accordingly.
LOW UTILITIES.
PICNIC AND BARBECUE SHELTERS.
SHUTTLE SERVICE TO CAMPUS.
CABLE TV CONNECTIONS.
SPECIAL WEEKLY ACTIVITIES WITH PRIZES FOR CEDARWOOD
RESIDENTS.
RESIDENT MANAGER ON SITE, MIKE ZIMMERMAN, APT. 15D,
654-3263.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON RENTALS CONTACT:
Carlita Horton, The Horton Co. ,
7029 Sumter Hwy.. P.O. Box 90328
Columbia. S.C. 29209
(803) 783-0700
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Senior center stepping into bright spotlights
by Marcy Posey
staff writer
Until now, the Jarman name
was best known in the world of
show business. In 1948, Claude
Jarman Jr. won an Academy
Award for his performance in
"The Yearling."
Now, more than 30 years later,
Claude's son Murray is turning
heads with his shooting, blocking, and dunking talents on the
basketball court. The road to his
starting role as center for the
Tigers has been a long one, but
the senior will begin each game in
the center spot for his final
season- of basketball.
The Delray Beach, Fla., native
attended St. Andrews High
School, where he earned most
valuable player in football,
basketball, and track. "I was actually better in football, but my
senior year," he said, "I gave up
the other sports for basketball."
St. Andrews was so small that
it had neither a gym nor adequate
recognition, so his accomplishments were virtually unnoticed
by collegiate scouts. However,
the spring following his graduation, Murray went to play
basketball at a court in
Ft. Lauderdale, where he met
some players from Fordham
University. "They told their
coaches about me, and they
recruited me without ever seeing
me play," he said.
But the Bronx of New York City
was not the place for Murray, so
after a semester, he returned to
Florida.
At home, he worked in con-

struction to earn money to return
to college. "I had friends at
Furman and Clemson, and I like
it here," he said, "so I applied
and used the money I made to
pay for school."
Once at Clemson, he played
ball in the intramural league, and
the next year, he joined the
Tigers as a walk on. Although it
was Murray's first year, he joined
the squad as a sophomore. "I lost
my freshman year to the time I
had spent at Fordham because of
an NCAA rule that did not allow
schools to red-shirt freshmen,"
he said.
The following year, Murray
was listed as a junior. "I was redshirted that year," he said, "but
in February, the NCAA changed
its rule. So I was a sophomore
and eligible to play the rest of the
year."
Last year, he started out with
limited playing time, but after
consistent play at the Sun Carnival Tournament in El Paso, he
started two games. "I wasn't
confident about starting then,"
he said. "I went back to reserve
so I could watch the game and
gain more confidence before coming off the bench."
So those first few years were
learning years for Murray. "I
was the type of player that
developed in college," he said. "I
got by on my ability in high
school, but I did not learn the
fundamentals until I came here."
Now settled into a starting
position, Murray began this
season by scoring a career-high
23 points in the opening game

Head Hunters
'HMRSTYUSTS'

against Wagner. "I still have
some improving to do this year.
So much of the game is in your
head, and if you have confidence,
you will do well," he said.
And he has confidence in the
team as a whole. "The team
works well together," he said.
"We have great depth coming off
the bench, and the equity of the
players gives us more stability."
Versatility as well as stability
seem to be words to describe this
year's team, for this 6-foot-6-inch
player, who will be the center for
the team, is shorter than eight
members of the squad. However,
what he lacks in height, he has in
a vertical jump recorded at 42"
(although he can jump as much
as 45").
Murray has no definite plans
for the future. "I plan to take it
game by game and day by day. I
would like to keep playing ball
either here or in Europe," he
said.
He has even toyed with the
idea of following in his father's
footsteps. "I have thought about
acting or even entering the business end of the industry," he
said. He also eventually plans to
marry and have children—after
all, he said, "that's how you
relive your childhood."
But for now, he has to concentrate on one more season of college action. And as his father
made a crowd-pleasing performance that won him an Oscar, so
will Murray make his crowdpleasing high jumps and dunks
that will help make the Tiger
basketball team a winner.

1
STYLE CUTS
BODY WAVES
SOFT CURLY WAVES

Murray Jarman

Zhis Season,

Enjoy the Holidays More!

Let us do the work ...
Plan your menu and have
ARA do some, or all,
of the cooking.
Holiday favorites and specialty items,
including
Smoked Turkey Breast
Honey-glazed Ham
Roast Turkey
w/Dressing & Gravy
Homemade Loaf
Breads & Rolls

Pumpkin Pie
Pecan Tarts
Cranberry Nut Bread
Hot Mulled Cider
Many Other
Items Available...

Single items or whole meals
ready for you to pick up and serve
For information, call
Elaine or Penny-656-2044

Student Prices
MEN $8.00 Shampoo, Cut
(includes Blow Dry

Short Hair Only)

WOMEN $9.00 Shampoo, Cut

654-2599

Victoria Square
(in Breezeway)

JUST IN TIME FOR NEXT SEMESTER

n

Are you tired of living in an off-campus dorm?
One of those four-to-an-apartment deals?
For about the same monthly price, you
can have your own apartment.

YOU COULD STAND THE PRIVACY.
For more information, contact:
FAMILY
INTERSECTION OF U.S.

HOMES,

INC.

HIGHWAY 123 ft S. C. HIGHWAY 93

POST OFFICE BOX 231 • CLEMSON, S.C. 29633 • 803-654-5750

MBA
Vanderbilt

&
**

Consider a Masters in Business Administration
Vanderbilt University's Graduate School of Management Offers:
■ an opportunity to study at a prestigious
major university
• a challenging two year, full time MBA
program tor tomorrow's business leaders
■ concentrated study and practical experience in accounting, finance, marketing,
organizational behavior, operations management, and management information
systems
• high starting salaries and outstanding
placement opportunities with mapr cqrporations throughout the U.S.
■ scholarships lor proven academic achiev-

■ tinancial assistance lor students demonstrating need
■ an opportunity to live and study in a thriving business, entertainment, and cultural
center of the mid-South
For information and an application write or
phone:
Office of Admission, Room 600
Owen Graduate School of
Management
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
S (615) 322-6469

Please send me Information concerning Vanderbllfs Graduate School of Management.
Name
Address.
.State.
City
Telephone (
Undergraduate College or University.

)-

.Zip.
.Graduation Date.
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Conference powers strong as ever
by Alan Cannon
sports editor
Two weeks ago, when the news
of North Carolina's 14-17 loss to
the Virginia Cavaliers reached
the press box of Clemson's
Memorial Stadium, Jim Thomas,
a writer for The Orange and
White and a North Carolina
alumnus, looked around, shrugged
his shoulders, and said, "Only
two more weeks until basketball
season."
Indeed, it seems as though
Thomas' optimism for his beloved
basketball Tar Heels is wellfounded. For this year, as is the
case in many an ACC basketball
season, North Carolina coach
Dean Smith will put a Carolinablue-clad basketball team on the
court that could stand head-andshoulders above the rest of the
conference.
Gone is the dominating influence of Viginia's 7-4 Ralph
Sampson. Gone are the seniors
who helped put together NC
State's miracle run to the NCAA
championship.
In their place stands a group of
talented, yet inexperienced
freshmen, who will fill the ranks
of the ACC's dream seasons for
years to come.
There won't be that many
freshmen on Dean Smith's squad
though. Three regular starters
who played in North Carolina's
conquest of Georgetown in the
1982 NCAA finals will return for
the 1983-84 season. Included
among those three is Michael
Jordan, the only unanimous AllACC selection other than Sampson
last year.
Maryland is the only other
ACC school which will feature a
veteran-dominated lineup this
year. Coach Lefty Driesell's
bunch didn't lose one player to
graduation last year, so the Terrapins—who lost to Houston
50-60 in the second round of the
NCAA tournament last yearwill remain virtually intact.
The rest of the conference
could become locked in a race
against time, as each team tries
to season a young lineup before
the realities of the ACC tournament and post-season play set in.
There could be no room for inexperience in the battles of March.
The following is a preview of
the ACC teams, excluding Clemson
with lists of their returning
players and incoming rookies.
Duke
Although Duke Coach Mike

Krzysewski's Blue Devils placed
third in the conference in scoring
last year, Duke was ranked dead
last in scoring defense, as the
Blue Devils gave up more points
(83.7 avg.) than any other team in
the conference.
Freshman sensation Johnny
Dawkins will lead a group of Blue
Devil returness that Krzezewski
hopes will improve on last year's
11-17 overall record. Dawkins,
who led the team last year in
scoring with an 18.1 average, will
be joined by sophomores Mark
Alarie, Jay Bilas, and David
Henderson.
But the Duke youth movement
will be aided with the talents of
incoming freshman Martin
Nessley, a 7-2 center from
Columbus, Ohio. Nessley is expected to contribute by season's
end, but the Blue Devils should
expect solid help from juniors
Dan Meagher and Todd Anderson.
Senior Doug McNeely should
provide help in the backcourt, as
should newcomer Tommy Amaker.
Returnees: Mark Alarie, 6-8,
215; Todd Anderson, 6-9, 225;
Jay Bilas, 6-8, 215; Jay Bryan,
6-8, 195; Johnny Dawkins, 6-2,
165; Richard Ford, 5-10, 155;
David Henderson, 6-5, 195; Doug
McNeely, 6-5,195; Dan Meagher,
6-7, 205; Weldon Williams, 6-6,
190.
Newcomers: Tommy Amaker,
6-0, 150; Martin Nessley, 7-2,
255.

Driesell endured last season
without a senior on his squad, his
1983-84 edition of Terrapin
basketball will enjoy the talents
of a veteran squad and will hope
to repeat last year's NCAA tournament appearance.
Second-year AU-ACC selections last year, Adrian Branch
and Ben Coleman, will lead in a
seasoned group of Maryland
players hoping to add on to last
year's success.
Branch—who led last year's
Maryland squad with an 18.7
average—and Coleman—who
tallied a 15.1 average to place
second in team-scoring figure to
again be the leading elements of
the Maryland attack.
Guards Jeff Adkins, Steve
Rivers, and Jeff Baxter are expected to hold down the Terrapin
frontcourt responsibilities, while
returnees. Len Bias, Herman
Veal, and Mark Fothergill will
continue to lead the Maryland
front line.
Returnees: Jeff Adkins, 6-5,
185; Jeff Baxter, 6-1, 165; Len
Bias, 6-8, 195; Adrian Branch,
6-8, 185; Ben Coleman, 6-9, 220;
Chuck Driesell, 6-2, 170; Ed
Farmer, 6-8, 210; Mark
Fothergill, 6-9, 220; Pete
Holbert, 6-6, 190; Bryan Palmer,
6-10, 205; Steve River, 6-3, 170;
Greg Stevens, 7-2, 260; Herman
Veal, 6-6, 200.
Newcomers: Keith Gatlin, 6-5,
165; Terry Long, 6-8, 240.

North Carolina
Georgia Tech
Returning All-America right
Six years ago, Georgia Tech
had its last winning basketball guard Michael Jordan is excampaign. In 1983-84, led by pected to lead coach Dean
All-America candidate Mark Smith's Tar Heels to yet another
Price, the Ramblin' Wreck hopes NCAA tournament berth. Jordan,
to put the Tech cage program who came out of nowhere last
year to lead North Carolina in
above the .500 mark.
Price, who took the ACC scor- both scoring and assists, will
ing title last year with a 20.3 enter his junior year the leading
average, will lead a talented candidate for All-America
bunch of Yellow Jackets in honors.
Jordan will be joined by AUsearch of a winning cage camACC center Sam Perkins,
paign.
Although Price will be joined sophomore swingman Brad
by returnees John Salley and Daugherty, and guard Drad
Yvon Joseph, inexperience, the Dougherty. Perhaps the only
key to many conference teams weak spot in the Tar Heel attack
this year, will hamper any Yellow this season will be at the point
Jacket effort toward the top of guard position, but junior Buzz
Peterson appears to be ready to
the league.
Returnees: Anthony Byrd, 6-2, move into last year's starter Jimmy
180; Scott Gardner, 6-4,180; Tim Braddock's spot.
The Tar Heels, who topped the
Harvey, 6-10, 240; Yvon Joseph,
ACC regular schedule competi6-11, 245.
Newcomers: Bruce Dalrymple, tion last year with a 12-2 record,
6-4, 190; Craig Neal, 6-5, 165. will hope to continue their
dominance over the rest of the
conference.
Maryland
Returnees: Brad Daugherty,
Although Maryland coach Lefty

trying to fill the hole of last
year's player of the year, Ralph
Sampson, the Cavalier fortunes
will rest in the hands of several
seasoned players.
Seven of Virginia's top 10
players last year will return for
the 1983-84 season, the most
notable of which will be Othell
Wilson, the leading scorer among
those returning.
Ricky Stokes, Kenny Johnson,
and Kenny Lambiotte will fill out
NC State
The NC State Wolfpack (alias the guard positions for the
the Cardiac Kids) has been hit Wahoos, while Tim Mullen and
hard by the ravages of gradua- Jim Miller will take over on the
tion, as Jim Valvano's bunch has front line.
Either Kenton Edelin or Oldon
lost the services of Thurl Bailey,
Sidney Lowe, and Dereck Whit- Polynice will take over at center
for the graduated Sampson.
tenburg.
Returnees: Rick Carlise, 6-5,
With so many losses at such
key spots, Valvano has pointed 210; Kenton Edelin, 6-7, 205;
to another NCAA tournament Kenny Johnson, 6-0, 180; Kenny
berth as a possible goal for his Lambiotte, 6-4, 195; Dan Merrifield, 6-6, 220; Jim Miller, 6-8,
team this year.
Lorenzo Charles—who jammed 210; Tim Mullen, 6-5,196; Wingo
home State's winning basket Smith, 6-9, 230; Ricky Stokes,
over Houston in last year's 5-10,163; Othell Wilson, 6-0,198.
NCAA finals—and center Cozell
Wake Forest
McQueen—who has enjoyed only
Carl Tacy's Wake Forest
reserve duty over the past few
seasons—will hope to continue Demon Deacons could be the surthe recent good fortunes of the prise finisher in the ACC this
year, as the Deacs are hoping to
Wolfpack.
Returnees: Alvin Battle, 6-7, improve on their 20-12 overall
223; Lorenzo Charles, 6-7, 225; record.
Wake will return four starters
Walt Densmore, 6-6, 203; Tommy
from last year's squad, but inDiNardo, 6-5,195; Terry Gannon,
comers Tyrone Bogues and Todd
6-0, 161; George McClain, 6-0,
May will help fill out the ranks of
175; Cozell McQueen, 6-11, 215;
the Citadel.
Ernie Myers, 6-4, 203; Dinky
Returnees: Scott Davis, 6-2,
Proctor, 6-8, 220; Harold Thompson,
164; Lee Garber, 6-5, 194; Kenny
6-5, 213; Mike Warren, 6-7, 177.
Green, 6-6, 205; Tony Karasek,
Newcomers: Bennie Bolton,
2-9, 210; Chuck Kepley, 6-4, 175;
6-7, 200; Rodney Butts, 6-7, 205;
Delaney Rudd, 6-2,178; Anthony
Russell Piere, 6-7, 220; Terry
Shackleford, 6-10, 215; Anthony Teachey, 6-9, 210. John Toms,
6-6, 200; Danny Young, 6-3. 174
Webb, 5-6, 132.
Newcomers: Tyrone Bogues,
5-3, 135; Mark Line, 6-7, 193;
Virginia
Mike Hillman, 6-9, 225; Todd
Although coach Terry Holland
May, 6-8, 190.
and his Virginia staff are busy

6-11,240; Mat Dougherty, 6-8,
210; Cecil Exum, 6-6, 206; Steve
Hale, 6-3, 178; Curtis Hunter,
6-4, 190; Michael Jordan, 6-6,
189; Timo Makkonen, 6-11, 202;
Warren Martin, 6-11, 240; Sam
Perkins, 6-9, 234; Buzz Peterson,
6-3, 185.
Newcomers: Dave Popson, 6-9,
195; Kenny Smith, 6-3, 170; Joe
Wolf, 6-10, 222.
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the ALLEY
in the old Capri's Restaurant
100 N. Clemson Street

THURSDAY, DEC. 1
2 KEGS OF
FREE DRAFT
(with student i.d.)

Beaujolais Nouveau
has arrived!
$4.95 / 750ml bottle
$53.90 / case

Champagne & Sparkling Wine
Sale December 1-10

7-til
VIDEO GAMES
DANCE FLOOR
BIG-SCREEN T.V.

Other Specials Happy Hour
Daily
4.7

PM'S CLEMSON SPIRITS
Victoria Square

Open 4—til
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Trailing the Tiger

New rules change name of the game
By Alan Cannon
sports editor

Been down to Littlejohn lately?
If you haven't, you've been
missing what may turn out to be
the best basketball of the season.
It isn't that the ACC schedule
is all that weak this year. And
I'm not trying to say that
Clemson's early-season opponents will make up the real
meat of this year's schedule.
But if you don't get around to
seeing the Tigers play before
they take up their conference
schedule, you might miss out on
seeing them play a good, fastpaced, game of hoops.
They've been playing some
pretty good basketball lately
anyway. After walloping Wagner
105-55, coach Bill Foster's cage
bunch pulled off a 66-61 overtime victory over the Marquette
Warriors.
And Wednesday night the
Tigers stopped Furman cold with
tough inside defense and good
solid offense.
Their games have featured
upbeat tempos, a little bit of
transition offense, and full-court,
full-game action.
But after the Tigers move
away from their early-season
schedule of non-conference op-

ponents, the quality of the game
might begin to slack off.
It doesn't have anything to do
with the level of competition in
the AGC this year. Most of the
schools are returning veteran
lineups, tried and tested on the
courts during last year's cage
campaign.
And it doesn't look like any
single team can be counted out of
making a good showing in the
conference race. Sure, North
Carolina and Maryland look to be
sure-fire favorites, but when you
look at the rest of the pack (and
that includes NC State coach Jim
Valvano's Pack), it's obvious
there is going to be a war for the
"best-of-the-rest" spots.
In fact, what could have been a
very exciting season for the conference may have been ruined
already by the boneheadedness
of a few athletic administrators,
who have once again altered the
rules.
Do you remember a couple of
years ago when North Carolina
slipped by Virginia in the final of
the ACC tournament by holding
the ball and waiting for an alleyoop dunk or a foul?
During the off-season that year
ACC officials decided to make
sure that didn't happen again.
They implemented a new set of
rules by which conference
basketball games would be
played
It seems so simple now. A
30-second shot clock to stop
delay tactics. A three-point

basket from 19 feet out to hold
down zone defenses. Basketball
purists were satisfied with the
fact that the shot clock would be
turned off during the last four
minutes of regulation play.
Everybody was happy.
So what happened?
The rules have been changed
again. Say goodbye to the threepoint basket. Say hello the the
45-second shot clock. Say hello to
sleeping in the aisles.
What's going to happen when
that clock gets switched on and a
coach tries to figure out how to
defend a particular team? Say
hello to the zone defense.
You remember the zone defense, don't you? It's that thing
they outlawed in the NBA so as
to keep the fans coining to see
the games.
But those rules don't even
compare to the egg the NCAA
dropped when it introduced its
new two-shot foul rule for this
season. Picture this. A team is
behind by five points with a
minute or so to go in the game.
In an effort to overcome the
scoring difference, the losing
team starts to foul. It used to be
that the pressure was then on the
team standing at the foul line.
Make the one-and-one or lose the
game.
But nowadays the pressure has
been removed. No more crucial
one-and-ones. All you'll see these
days are two-shot fouls.
They said the new rule was
designed to make a referee's job
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Mike Eppley and Mark Campbell apply defensive pressure to a
Furman guard during Clemson's Wednesday night victory.
easier. Whether or not it does remains to be seen.
But one thing is for sure. The
new rules have almost eliminated
the chances of a stronger team
being upset by a weaker one.

And the only people whose jobs
those new rules will make easier
are those coaches who are fortunate enough to sit on the bench
of favored teams.

316 COLLEGE AVENUE
ACROSS FROM THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
654-6202

REALTY WORLD®
CAROLINA REAL ESTATE

CLEMSON COURT
BEAUTIFUL NEW FURNISHED APARTMENTS
2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths

600 / month

3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths

(includes water and power up to $50)
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS-DOWNTOWN

Comparable in price to student housing
may be purchased
2 Bedrooms
3 Bedrooms

$60,500
$64,500

See us for all your rental needs

675 / month

